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1

Executive summary

Tonkin + Taylor was engaged by ChanceryGreen on behalf of Refining NZ (RNZ) to undertake a midpoint review of the potentially viable options to expand the depth and improve the navigability of
the shipping channel (both at the entrance and outside of Whangarei Harbour) into the refinery at
Marsden Point (the Crude Shipping project). The scope of the engagement was to document the
process to-date and to consolidate the findings to support confirmation of a set of preferred options
to be taken forward for more detailed assessment as part of a formal Assessment of Environmental
Effects (AEE).
Clients of Refining NZ currently import crude oil using Aframax and Suezmax tankers. The harbour
has a draught restriction of 14.7 meters Chart Datum (CD). These restrictions mean that only fully
laden Aframax tankers (carrying 80,000 to 100,000 tons of crude oil) or partially loaded Suezmax
tankers (with 100,000 to 120,000 tons cargo size) can access Refining NZ’s discharge terminal. In
order to reduce freight costs and impact per tonne transported, the Marsden Point facility could be
upgraded to allow fully laden Suezmax tankers to deliver crude oil.
Initially there were three feasible approaches to enable the use of larger tankers explored 1:
a) dredge the access channel and the RNZ berth
b) install a Single Point Mooring (SPM) system in deeper water offshore connected by an
underwater pipeline to the refinery
c) use Ship to Ship transfer in deep water to transfer cargo into smaller tankers for final
discharge at the refinery.
The work initially undertaken by Poten & Partners1 (see Appendix A) found that the dredging
alternative (Option A) is preferred from a financial perspective, as the initial the investment can be
recovered over a relatively short timeframe, while the added operating costs are relatively small.
While all three alternatives have good environmental records, the dredging of the harbour channel
allows the continued use of the existing terminal and provides access for more efficient, fully laden
Suezmax tankers. This potentially reduces the number of port calls compared to the other options
using larger vessels, while having the advantage of discharging in a location that is sheltered from
seas and swells, and allows for the most effective emergency response in case of an incident.
In order to understand the feasibility of dredging the access to the channel and the RNZ berth and
disposal of dredged material (Option A above), RNZ established an expert team to characterise the
existing environment, develop and refine options, and to consider the potential effects associated
with the proposal in the context of natural, social, cultural and economic costs and benefits.
Five channel alignment options were considered:

1

-

Option 1: alignment keeps within the existing buoyed navigation area (“fairway”) and closely
follows the current shipping channel centreline, resulting in five heading changes.

-

Option 2: aimed to increase the distance between changes in channel alignment through the
Home Point stretch and follows the existing channel route, resulting in five heading changes.

-

Option 3: provides a further increase in the distance between changes in channel alignment
through the Home Point stretch and reduces the total number of changes in heading to four.

Poten & Partners (August, 2016), Crude Shipping Alternatives Marsden Point, NZ. 28 pp.
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-

Option 4: characterised by a straight mid-section, this was a refinement to Option 3 resulting
from the Channel Design Workshop. The channel route is simplified to three main headings,
two bends and further increasing the distance between changes in channel alignment
through Home Point stretch.

-

Option 5: developed as an alternative to Option 4 which aimed to avoid any dredging
adjacent to Buoy 12/14 by moving the alignment to the east. The alignment therefore
extends closer to, and requires dredging at, Home Point.

Option 4, was refined twice (Options 4.1 and 4.2) to further improve navigability. Options 2, 4.2 and
5 were considered the most appropriate to be carried forward for further refinement and this
analysis.
Six options were initially considered for assessment as potential dredge disposal sites:
-

Option 1: ebb delta

-

Option 2: nearshore water depth (around 25 m CD)
Option 3: intermediate water depth (around 45 m CD)
Option 4: Land based options such as reclamation where possible and consented

-

Option 5: local beach nourishment
Option 6: deep water off Ocean Beach (around 70 m CD)

-

Option 7: unspecified location outside the EEZ.

The locations of Options 1, 2 and 3 were refined twice (to Options 1.2, 2.2 & 3.2 respectively) as part
of the ongoing investigations. The disposal options sites can be broadly split into three categories:
land-based disposal or beach nourishment (Options 4 & 5); inner sites (Options 1.2, 2.2 & 3.2); and
offshore sites (Options 6 & 7).
The refined options for channel alignment, dredge disposal and dredge methodology considered in
this assessment are summarised in Table 1 below.
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Table 1: Summary of options assessed as part of the mid-point multi criteria assessment
Channel options
Option 2: existing mid-section

Maintains the current channel alignment.

Option 4.2: straight mid-section (west)

Removes the s-bend from the current alignment meaning
significant improvement in navigation for arriving ships.

Option 5: straight mid-section (east)

Straightens the alignment by moving the channel closer to Home
Point to the east.

Disposal options
Area 1.2: ebb delta

Situated on the south-eastern edge of the ebb delta to the south
of the inner harbour entrance.

Area 2.2: nearshore

Situated in 20-30m of water off the mid-coast of Bream Bay to
the west of the channel.

Area 3.2: intermediate

Situated in moderately deep water to the south-east of the
channel.

Area 4: land based reclamation

Land based options such as reclamation where possible and
consented.

Area 5: beach nourishment

Beach nourishment options.

Area 6: deep water

A broadly defined location in 60-80m water depth off Ocean
Beach and north of Lady Alice Island.

Area 7: outside the EEZ

An undefined location outside New Zealand’s Exclusive Economic
Zone (EEZ).

Dredge methodology
1a: trailer hopper suction dredge, THSD
(with controlled overflow via central weir)

A long suction pipe that is ‘trailed’ along behind the dredge
vessel, dragging and sucking up sediment into its hopper.
Overflow via a central weir (or ‘green valve’) reduces the air
entrainment so any dredge material in the overflow falls to the
seabed, minimising discharge plumes.

1b: trailer hopper suction dredge, THSD
(actual overflow)

A long suction pipe that is ‘trailed’ along behind the dredge
vessel, dragging and sucking up sediment into its hopper. As the
ship hopper fills, it “spills over” the side.

2: cutter suction dredge (CSD)

A long cutter head breaks up the sea bed substrate before
pumping the sediment into the hopper.

3: backhoe

An excavator is mounted to a vessel, barge, or pontoon. The
boom and bucket goes into the water to scoop sediment up from
the bottom then brings it to the surface for removal.

i: ebb tide dredging

Restricts dredging to the ebb tide which reduces disturbed
sediment accumulating in the harbour. Extends the duration of
operations.

ii: all tide dredging

No restriction on dredging operations. Duration of dredging
would be shorter.
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A multi criteria assessment (MCA) approach was used to provide a systematic and transparent way
to evaluate options in the context of potential impacts on natural, social, cultural and economic
aspects to derive the best practicable options.
Initial input as to the aspects which may be impacted, weightings for each aspect and potential
magnitude and duration of impact was provided by the appropriate expert team members(s) based
on their work to-date. Interim results were presented back to the expert team for discussion and
agreement at an initial findings workshop in June 2016. As a result of the workshop, further input
was provided by the expert team and the results of ongoing research and modelling were
incorporated into the assessment.
As a result of the process, and based on the information available as at October 2016, the following
are recommended:
Channel Alignment: the key consideration in the selection of the channel alignment is the outcome
from a navigational safety perspective. Option 4.2 has been found to perform the best from a
navigational safety perspective due to the reduction in the number of headings required, and
notably ensuring no course changes around the rocky outcrop at Home Point, which is reflected in
the economic sphere of the MCA. The 4.2 alignment is also the furthest from the known areas of
high conservation value and hard shore biological diversity, which is reflected in the natural sphere
of the assessment, especially when compared with Option 5. Avoiding Home Point also means that
Option 4.2 is also likely to result in fewer temporary amenity impacts (light, noise and visual) on the
local community. The combination of reduced impact on marine ecology and the headland also
mean that this option performs well from a cultural perspective, but concerns remain with regards
to the impact on taonga species. As this is perceived by iwi as a new alignment (as opposed to
deepening the existing channel as characterised by Option 2), they have concerns as to their ability
to perform their role as kaitiaki / stewards of the area.
Dredge Disposal Options: the land based disposal and beneficial reuse option (Options 4 & 5) were
assessed as preferential overall, and it is therefore recommended that they are progressed where
practicable. However, it is noted that as there are no specific land based disposal or beneficial reuse
options defined at present, there will likely be a range of additional costs and benefits associated
with these options when specific locations are identified. It is also unlikely to be practicable or
economic to dispose of the entire capital dredge volume to land, therefore additional marine
disposal sites need to be considered.
Overall, the inner sites (Options 1.2, 2.2 & 3.2) are better characterised than the offshore sites
(Options 6 & 7), and the granularity of the information available for these two groups influenced the
results of the MCA.
Overall, the offshore options are less feasible than the inner sites from a time, cost and
environmental risk perspective, and it is therefore recommended that the inner sites are considered
for consenting. Of the three sites, Option 3.2 performed the best in the MCA assessment and is
designed to be able to take the full volume of the capital dredge. Option 3.2 is preferred due to a
smaller footprint and less potential impact on sea-floor flora and fauna. Being further offshore,
there is less potential impact on birdlife and known areas of conservation value. The site is also
more removed from known areas of importance to recreational and commercial fishers, although
there are still concerns about impacts on mahinga mataitai. Key aspects for assessment include the
potential interaction with marine mammals and impacts on taonga species. It is also recommended
that limited volumes of dredged material are placed in the ebb delta (Option 1.2) to provide
resilience to the geomorphological system and Mair Bank, which is reflected in the MCA assessment
of natural aspects.
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Dredge Methodology: until a channel option is confirmed it is not possible to determine which of
the available dredge methodologies are the most appropriate along the different parts of the
transect (berth, inner-harbour and outer harbour). Controlling overflow via the central weir (also
referred to as green valve technology) and / or ebb tide dredging should be considered where it is
assessed that environmental and cultural effects warrant the use of these methods. However, as
the sediment along the channel alignment is likely to settle quickly due to its generally sandy nature,
these technologies may not be necessary during dredging and disposal as turbidity levels will already
be low. There are also potential commercial, natural environment and social trade-offs due to the
increase in dredge duration which come with the use of these dredge methodologies which should
be taken into consideration in terms of cost and benefit.
Overall it is recommended that RNZ continues to engage with iwi to fully understand cultural effects
and options for mitigation, as cultural aspects were consistently assessed by iwi representatives as
being potentially significant both in terms of the weightings allocated to these aspects, as well as the
perceived potential impact.
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2

Introduction

2.1

Report structure

This report is structured as follows:

2.2

-

Section 1: provides the background to the project and the purpose and scope of the midpoint review

-

Section 2: details methodology used in the mid-point review, including weightings, impact
assessment and normalisation

-

Section 3: provides a high level summary of the impacts most material to each aspect based
on the research and professional option of the expert panel

-

Section 4: summarises the preferred options in the context of the multi-criteria assessment

-

Section 5: applicability

-

Appendix A: report on the feasibility of approaches to allow fully laden Suezmax tankers to
deliver crude oil by Poten & Partners

-

Appendix B: schematics of the channel alignment options considered as part of the minpoint review

-

Appendix C: list of contributors from the expert panel

-

Appendix D: key literature to support the opinions in Sections 3 and results in Section 4

-

Appendix E: complete tabularised MCA results.

Business need

RNZ is seeking to reduce crude product transportation costs through economies of scale to support
RNZ's competitive position and long term business sustainability. As a result, a review of crude oil
shipping efficiency was undertaken by RNZ. Clients of Refining NZ currently import crude oil using
Aframax and Suezmax tankers. The harbour has a draught restriction of 14.7 meters Chart Datum
(CD). These restrictions mean that only fully laden Aframax tankers (carrying 80,000 to 100,000 tons
of crude oil) or partially loaded Suezmax tankers (with 100,000 to 120,000 tons cargo size) can
access Refining NZ’s discharge terminal. For clarity, the intention of the proposed dredging project is
not to bring any larger vessels to the Refinery. In order to reduce freight costs and impact per tonne
transported, the Marsden Point facility could be upgraded to allow fully laden Suezmax tankers to
deliver crude oil.
Initially there were three feasible approaches explored2:
a) dredge the access channel and the RNZ berth
b) install a Single Point Mooring (SPM) system in deeper water offshore connected by an
underwater pipeline to the refinery
c) use Ship to Ship transfer in deep water to transfer the cargo into smaller tankers for final
discharge at the refinery.

2

Poten & Partners (August, 2016), Crude Shipping Alternatives Marsden Point, NZ. 28 pp.
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The work initially undertaken by Poten & Partners (see Appendix A) found that the dredging
alternative (Option A) is preferred from a financial perspective, as the initial the investment can be
recovered over a relatively short time frame while the added operating costs are relatively small.
The other alternatives have either very high operating costs or involve high upfront investment costs
which require Refining NZ to move to Very Large Crude Carriers (VLCC) – about 3 times the current
delivery size – in order to offset these additional costs. While all three alternatives have good
environmental records, the dredging of the harbour channel allows the continued use of the existing
terminal but provides access to more efficient, fully laden Suezmax tankers. This potentially reduces
the number of port calls while having the advantage of discharging in a location that is sheltered
from seas and swells, and allows for the most effective emergency response in case of an incident.

2.3

Initial options assessment

In order to understand the likely effects associated with the proposal, RNZ assembled a team of
appropriately qualified and experienced and well respected experts to:
-

characterise the existing environment, including natural, social, cultural and economic
aspects

-

identify possible dredge channel configurations, dredge methodologies and disposal options

-

consider the potential effects of these various options in the context of costs and benefits.

From November 2014 to December 2015 a comprehensive range of high level studies and
investigations were carried out by the team to better understand and characterise the existing
natural, social and cultural environments, and to identify possible channel alignment and disposal
options. As a result of these investigations a number of options were not progressed due to
potential natural and social impacts, navigational safety, project risks and / or economic viability,
while other options were further refined. We outline that characterisation and refinement process
below.

2.3.1

Channel options

Five channel alignment options were considered which fulfilled the requirements of increased depth
and were in accordance with PIANC (World Association for Waterborne Transport Infrastructure)
design principles (Royal HaskoningDHV, June 2016):
-

Option 1: alignment keeps within the existing buoyed navigation area (“fairway”) and closely
follows the current shipping channel centreline, resulting in five heading changes.

-

Option 2: aimed to increase the distance between changes in channel alignment through the
Home Point stretch and follows the existing channel route, resulting in five heading changes.

-

Option 3: provides a further increase in the distance between changes in channel alignment
through the Home Point stretch and reduces the total number of changes in heading to four.

-

Option 4: characterised by a straight mid-section, this was a refinement to Option 3 resulting
from the Channel Design Workshop. The channel route is simplified to three main headings,
two bends and further increasing the distance between changes in channel alignment
through Home Point stretch.

-

Option 5: developed as an alternative to Option 4 which aimed to avoid any dredging
adjacent to Buoy 12/14 by moving the alignment to the east. The alignment therefore
extends closer to, and requires dredging at, Home Point.
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Option 4, was refined twice (Options 4.1 & 4.2) to further improve navigability. Options 2, 4.2 & 5
were considered the most appropriate to be carried forward for further refinement and analysis (see
Appendix B).

2.3.2

Disposal options

Six options were initially considered for assessment as potential dredge disposal sites (see Figure 11):
-

Option 1: ebb delta

-

Option 2: nearshore water depth (around 25 m CD)
Option 3: intermediate water depth (around 45 m CD)
Option 4: Land based options such as reclamation where possible and consented (not shown
on map)

-

Option 5: local beach nourishment (not shown on map)
Option 6: deep water (60-80 m CD)

-

Option 7: unspecified location outside the EEZ (not shown on map).

The location of Options 1, 2 & 3 were refined twice (to 1.2, 2.2 & 3.2 respectively) as part of the
ongoing investigations. These locations (except Options 4, 5 and 7) are shown on Figure 1-2 below.

2.4

Mid-point options assessment

More detailed studies, investigations and analyses were undertaken on the refined options to
further the understanding as to how they could affect the environment, as well as the cost and
feasibility of implementation.
In April 2016, ChanceryGreen on behalf of Refining NZ commissioned Tonkin & Taylor Ltd (“Tonkin +
Taylor” or “T+T”) undertake a mid-point review of the options for dredging and disposal which were
considered feasible at that time, which included three channel options, seven disposal sites and six
aspects of dredge methodology (see Table 1-1).
The assessment aimed to consolidate the information generated for each of the options to-date, and
provide a transparent process for agreeing the preferred options to be taken forward for further,
more detailed assessment, as part of a formal Assessment of Environmental Effects. The assessment
process also aimed to highlight where the most important potential impacts lie for each of the
options, so that effort can be placed in the right areas in terms of finalising the preferred options,
and if necessary, the development of mitigation strategies in order to ensure that any adverse
effects are acceptable.
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Table 1-1: Summary of options assessed as part of the mid-point multi criteria assessment
Channel options3
Option 2: existing mid-section

Maintains the current channel alignment.

Option 4.2: straight mid-section (west)

Removes the s-bend from the current alignment meaning
significant improvement in navigation for arriving ships.

Option 5: straight mid-section (east)

Straightens the alignment by moving the channel closer to Home
Point to the east.

Disposal options
Area 1.2: ebb delta

Situated on the south-eastern edge of the ebb delta to the south
of the inner harbour entrance.

Area 2.2: nearshore

Situated in around 25m of water off the mid-coast of Bream Bay
to the west of the channel.

Area 3.2: intermediate

Situated in moderately deep water (around 45m) to the southeast of the channel.

Area 4: land based reclamation

Land based options such as reclamation where possible and
consented.

Area 5: beach nourishment

Beach nourishment options.

Area 6: deep water

A broadly defined location 60-80m water depth off Ocean Beach
and north of Lady Alice Island.

Area 7: outside the EEZ

An undefined location outside New Zealand’s Exclusive Economic
Zone (EEZ).

Dredge methodology

3

1a: trailer hopper suction dredge, TSHD
(with controlled overflow via central weir)

A long suction pipe that is ‘trailed’ along behind the dredge
vessel, dragging and sucking up sediment into its hopper.
Overflow via a central weir (or ‘green valve’) reduces the air
entrainment so any dredge material in the overflow falls to the
seabed, minimising discharge plumes.

1b: trailer hopper suction dredge, TSHD
(actual overflow)

A long suction pipe that is ‘trailed’ along behind the dredge
vessel, dragging and sucking up sediment into its hopper. As the
ship hopper fills, it “spills over” the side.

2: cutter suction dredge (CSD)

A long cutter head breaks up the sea bed substrate before
pumping the sediment into the hopper.

3: backhoe

An excavator is mounted to a vessel, barge, or pontoon. The
boom and bucket goes into the water to scoop sediment up from
the bottom then brings it to the surface for removal.

i: ebb tide dredging

Restricts dredging to the ebb tide which reduces disturbed
sediment accumulating in the harbour. Extends the duration of
operations.

ii: all tide dredging

No restriction on dredging operations. Duration of dredging
would be shorter.

See Appendix B for schematics of channel alignment options.
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3

Assessment methodology

A multi criteria assessment (MCA) methodology was used to provide a systematic and transparent
approach for evaluating shortlisted options in the context of potential impacts on various natural,
social, cultural and economic aspects to robustly test those options, and to derive the preferred
(best practicable) option. An initial MCA matrix was developed to:
-

capture all important aspects from an natural, social, cultural and economic perspective
which could be impacted by the channel, disposal or dredge methodology options,

-

agree weightings for each of the aspects based on stakeholder and expert opinion, and

-

agree potential impacts (positive and negative) on each of the aspects for each of the
options based on stakeholder and expert opinion.

The assessment is based on the research and findings of the expert team working collectively on
behalf of RNZ (see Appendix C for a list of contributors).
Initial feedback on the aspects, weightings and impacts was solicited from the expert team via a
formal written information request and one-on-one interviews. Subsequently, interim results were
presented back to the expert team at an initial findings workshop in June 2016. As a result of the
workshop, further input was provided by the expert team, and the results of ongoing research and
modelling were incorporated into the assessment (see Appendix D for details of key reports
contribution to the findings of this assessment).

3.1

Aspects and weightings

The aspects included in the assessment are provided in Table 2-2. Particular attention was placed on
ensuring that impacts were not double counted, as well as accurately reflecting interdependencies
and feedback loops.
Weightings are used as a multiplier to reflect the importance of each of the aspects to communities
of interest which include local residents, businesses and iwi, as well as the potential to impact
ecosystem services. Weightings were initially proposed by the member(s) of the expert panel who
were best placed to assess the perceived criticality of each of the aspects to stakeholders.
Weightings were discussed and agreed or revised as part of the initial findings workshop as
summarised in Table 2-1.
Table 2-1: Weighting descriptions
0.5
Minor importance to a small
number of stakeholders
OR
Aspect does not impact or have
an interdependency with other
aspects

1
Minor importance to a wide
range of stakeholders
OR
Interdependency with other
aspect. Does not impact the
functioning of the community or
ecosystem

Tonkin & Taylor Ltd
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2
Moderate importance to
stakeholders
OR
Interdependency with other
number of other aspects.
Impacts the functioning of the
community or ecosystem

3
Major importance to
stakeholders
OR
Significant interdependency
with other aspects. Aspect is
critical to the health or welbeing
of communities (human or
ecological)
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Table 2-2: Summary of aspects and weightings
Aspect

Description

Weighting

Natural
Direct impacts
Impact on benthic flora & fauna at
site
Impact on local fish stocks

Direct impacts on ecological communities removed or smothered

2

Direct impacts on species due to changes at the dredge / disposal
site (habitat, resources, movement paths)
Direct impacts on species due to changes at the dredge / disposal
site (habitat, resources, movement paths)
Direct impact on feeding and nesting sites and indirect impacts
on mating due to noise, light and general activity in the area
Degree to which the deposit would match the existing substrate
Potential for any existing contaminants to be spread
Impact on sensitive coastal flora (e.g. seagrass beds) and
sensitive soft bottomed communities
Potential to impact areas with important conservation value

2

Potential to impact known area of hard shore biological diversity
Potential for movement of sand from site and impacts on water
quality (colour and clarity) and associated impacts on phyto /
zooplankton
Potential for movement of sand from site and impacts on water
quality (colour and clarity) and associated impacts on phyto /
zooplankton

2
2

Potential for deposition to occur to a level greater than normal
coastal processes
Significance of the impact on the natural character values &
‘landscape’ of the sea floor
Potential for erosion to occur to a level greater than normal
coastal processes
Impact on resilience of the coastal system based on volume of
sand removed / deposited

1

Impact on recreational fishing (access or stocks) by boat, from
shore or diving. Includes fin and shellfish
Impact on duck hunting on- or near-shore
Impact on on-water sports (e.g. yachting, rowing, waka ama,
windsurfing, canoeing, jet skiing, boating)

3

Watercraft sports

Impact on boating communities associated with relocation of the
navigation buoys

0.5

Wave sports

Impact on wave sports (e.g. kite surfing, wind surfing and surfing)
due to changes in surf breaks
Impact on in-water activates (e.g. diving, swimming) due to
changes in turbidity, currents, wave profile
Changes to beach access
Significance of the impact on the natural character values &
‘landscape’ of the sea floor
Impact on local and visitor communities associated with new
Navaid structures

3

Impact on local community from light and noise associated with
dredge operations
Aesthetic impacts on local community associated with dredging
operations

2

Impact on marine mammals
Impact on shore birds & pelagic birds
Sediment matching
Contamination
Impact on intertidal and subtidal flora
and fauna
Impact on significant ecological
habitats or species of flora and fauna
within those habitats
Impact on reef
Turbidity (dredge location)
Turbidity (disposal location)

2
2
2
3
2
3

2

Indirect impacts
Coastline formation
Natural Character & underwater
seascape (biophysical)
Coastal erosion
Resilience
Social
Permanent impacts
Fishing
Hunting
Watercraft sports

In-water activities
Beach access and use
Natural Character & underwater
seascape (perceptual)
Permanent effects of navigation lights
Temporary impacts
Temporary amenity effects (light spill
& noise emissions above water)
Temporary visual amenity &
landscape
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Cultural
Kaimoana at Mair Bank
Kaimoana at Marsden Bank
Taonga species
Mahinga Mataitai
Mauri of Harbour
Cultural Landscapes and Seascapes
Kaitiakitanga
Subsurface Archaeological Sites
Land-based Archaeological sites
Economic
Indirect impacts
Impact on intakes and outfalls
NIWA Operations
Commercial Fishing
Navigation
Project Safety
Direct impacts
Legal
Maintenance
Revenue
Cost

Impact on the ability to collect kaimoana from Mair Bank (based
on erosion of Mair Bank) which may impact the ability to collect
kaimoana (particularly pipi) sustainability
Impact on the ability to collect kaimoana from Marsden Bank
(based on erosion of Marsden Bank) which may impact the ability
to collect kaimoana sustainability
Impact on native birds, plants and animals of special cultural
significance and importance to tangata whenua
Impacts on other key traditional mahinga mataitai and fishing
grounds
Impact on the mauri of the harbour, including the potential
impact of sand removal from system
Impacts on important markers including Manaia, Matariki, Te
Whara, the Takahiwai and Pukekauri Ranges and islands
including Tatanga
Impact on the ability of tangata whenua to fulfil their duties as
kaitiaki and on matauranga and tikanga in regard to resources
Impact on subsurface archaeological sites, including shipwrecks
Impact on natural and physical resources that contribute to an
understanding and appreciation of New Zealand’s history and
cultures

3

Potential impact on intakes and/or outfalls (blocking) excluding
NIWA operations
Potential impact on NIWA aquaculture operations (Abalone)
Shellfish and fish

0.5

Potential effects on navigational safety due to channel alignment
Risk associated with undertaking the option [environmental and
workplace health and safety (WHS)] linked to methodology and
programme duration

3
3

Jurisdictional and practical issues associated with consenting
each option
Degree to which deposition site or channel alignment impacts
cost of maintenance
The amount of revenue generated via beneficial reuse
Total cost of option

2
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3.2

Impact assessment

The expert team provided an impact assessment across each of the aspects, for each of the channel
alignment, dredge disposal site and dredge methodology options based on the categories
summarised in Table 2.3. Impacts were discussed and agreed or revised as part of the initial findings
workshop.
Table 2-3: Summary of impact categories
-1
Positive impact on the aspect
being considered

0
Neutral or no impact on the
aspect being considered

1
Minor impact on the aspect
being considered

2
Moderate impact of the aspect
being considered

Impact is difficult to avoid or
Impact is can be avoided or
remediated. Recovery expected remediate. Recovery expected
to occur over up to 5-years
to occur in less 1-2 years

3
Major negative impact on the
aspect being considered
Impact is very difficult to avoid
or remediate. Impact
permanent or recovery expected
to take longer than 5-years

Impact scores are combined with the weighting to provide an overall score for each aspect. The
weighted impact assessment scores are reported in the following sections. Results can be
interpreted as a lower number being more favourable.

3.3

Normalisation

Results are normalised so that natural, social, cultural and economic criteria are treated equally
within the assessment, regardless of the number of aspects identified within each of the four
environments.
Results are also provided excluding direct costs to RNZ linked to consenting (legal), project and
maintenance costs, as well as any revenue (if any) which could be derived from the beneficial reuse
of dredge material. This allows a view of the project as perceived by external stakeholders, who are
less sensitive to RNZ costs / benefits, and potentially more interested in the balance of broader costs
and benefits.

3.4

Sensitivity assessment

Three aspects of data treatment were explored with regards to the impact on results:
-

weighted versus unweighted results

-

normalised versus normalised results

-

inclusion versus exclusion of direct project costs.

The overall ranking of the options was not impacted by weightings or normalisation. There is an
impact of excluding direct costs on the relative difference between the options for channel
alignment, which is due to project and navigational safety being better expressed when direct costs
are removed. As there is an impact, results are presented including and excluding direct costs for
full transparency.
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4

Summary of key issues

The following section summarises the key issues for each aspect as determined by the relevant
expert team member(s), and agreed with the full group at the findings workshop. The complete
tabularised MCA results are provided in Appendix E
The following aspects were raised across the expert team as key potential impacts, and were
weighted highly:
Mair Bank: the importance of retaining sediment within the system, and in particular the impact on
the stability of Mair Bank. Mair Bank has been an important location for the collection of pipi by iwi
and local residents. Over recent years the pipi population has been in decline, and the mussel
population has been increasing. It is important to recognise that this system is going through a
period of change in advance of the commencement of this project, which has heighted iwi and
community concerns regarding any impact of the project on Mair Bank. Disposal of dredge material
at the inner locations (Option 1.2, 2.2 & 3.2), and in particular disposal Option 1.2, allows for the
retention of material within the system to potentially replenish Mair Bank (see section 3.5).
Areas with special ecological or conservation value: there are four areas designated as having
particular conservation value within the Regional Coastal Plan (i.e. M1MA) which extend from Home
Point to Busby Head. Of particular note are the hard-bottomed communities, comprising sponge
gardens and kelp beds4, which are subject to smothering by disturbed sediment. When compared to
channel alignment options 2.2 and 5, option 4.2 has the widest clearance of these communities. The
nature of the sandy substrate means that disturbed material will likely settle quickly and not travel
to the point it will interact with these communities. The proposed dredge and disposal sites are soft
bottomed areas of seabed that support a benthic community that is considered typical of the coastal
environment off the north east coast of the North Island, which is not of regional or national
significance4.
Cultural values: a range of potential impacts have been identified as part of the Cultural Values
Assessment and engagement with Patuharakeke Te Iwi Trust Board), including impacts on traditional
fishing areas (Mahinga Mataitai) and access to kaimoana, taonga species and the mauri of the
harbour. It is recommended that RNZ continue to engage with iwi to fully understand perceived
impacts and options for mitigation.
Navigational and project safety: a key consideration in the selection of the channel alignment is the
outcome from a navigational safety perspective. Option 4.2 has been found to perform the best
from a navigational safety perspective due to the reduction in the number of headings required, and
notably ensuring no course changes around the rocky outcrop at Home Point. From a project safety
perspective the offshore disposal options present increased environmental risk, as well as increased
cost, and hence inner options are considered preferable for the majority of the capital dredge
disposal.

4

Brian T. Coffey and Associates Limited (October, 2016), AEE: RNZ Marine Ecology 3. 67 pp.
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4.1

Marine mammals

Expert input on weightings and potential impacts on
marine mammals was provided by Cawthron Institute.
Impacts on marine mammal navigation and feeding were
considered the most material. Baleen Whales are likely to
be the most impacts based on the frequency of nose
predicted to be associated with the project. Overall, key
aspects identified from a marine mammals perspective
included:
-

increased noise may lead to a permanent or temporary
threshold shift or auditory masking which may impact
behaviour of marine mammals

-

the physical presence of dredge vessels presents the
risk of entanglement or strike

-

turbidity plumes may impact behaviour and feeding
patterns due to the changes in prey distribution.

Table 4-1: Summary of potential
effects on marine mammals

The options assessment (summarised in Table 3-1)
concluded that from a marine mammal perspective:
Disposal: beach nourishment is preferred, with the
nearshore option the next best alternative due to limited
likely interaction with marine mammals. Ebb Delta and
Intermediate sites are the least preferred options due to
the potential for physical interaction with marine
mammals.
Alignment: limited difference in the impacts associated
with channel alignment.
Methodology: operational noise levels are fairly similar
across the methods, with backhoe dredges sometimes
‘noisier’ due to their use in excavating fractured rock and
coarser gravels5. Any reduction in sediment in the water
column is considered important. Ebb tide preferable to all
tide dredging, due to the respite in operations; however, it
is recognised that this may be offset by the overall
duration of the project.

5

Central Dredging Association, CEDA, (2011) Underwater Sound in Relation to Dredging, CEDA Position Paper 7
November 2011. 6 pp.
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4.2

Shore and pelagic birds

Table 4-2: Summary of potential effects on
Shore and pelagic birds

Expert input on weightings and potential
impacts on shore and pelagic birds (including
species which are targeted by recreational
hunters) was provided by Bioresearches based
on research undertaken over numerous
breeding seasons.
Impacts on habitat (feeding and roosting) were
considered, as well as potential collision with
dredge operations. Key issues identified
included:
- proximity of dredge disposal sites to nesting
and feeding sites (e.g. Bream Bay Beach,
Ruakaka and Waipu Estuaries, Marsden Bay)
- impact of beach nourishment on areas of
potential high ecological value
- proximity to Home Point Shag nesting colony
which is home to the Pied Shag which is
nationally threatened
- an illuminated dredger off Busby Head may
present a collision risk for (juvenile) Grey
Faced Petrels.
The options assessment (summarised in Table 32) concluded that from a shore and pelagic
birds’ perspective:
Disposal: land based disposal (not beach
nourishment) preferred, with the Intermediate
and Deep Water options the next best
alternatives.
Alignment: limited difference in the impacts
associated with channel alignment. Option 5
least preferred due to the proximity to Home
Point.
Methodology: all tide dredging least preferred
due to overall greater risk of disturbance of
shore and pelagic birds’ habitat and behaviour.
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4.3

Marine ecology (excluding marine mammals and avifauna)

Table 4-3: Summary of potential effects on marine ecology (excluding marine mammals and
avifauna)
Category

Natural

Direct impacts
Aspect

Impact on benthic flora Impact on loca l fish
& fauna at site
stocks

Impact on ecologica l
communities removed
or smothered

Dredge
Methodology

Channel

Dredge Disposal

Description

Sediment matching

Direct impa cts on
species due to changes
Degree to which the
a t the dredge / disposal
deposit would match
site (habitat,
the exis ting substrate
resources, movement
paths)

Impact on intertidal
and subtidal flora and
fauna

Impact on significant
ecological habitats or
species of flora a nd
fauna within those
habitats

Impact on reef

Potential to impa ct
Potential for any
existing contaminats to areas with important
conservation value
be spread

Potential to impact
area s with important
conserva tion value

Potential to impact
known area of hard
shore biological
diversity

Conta mination

1.2

Ebb Delt a

4

2

2

0

-2

6

4

2.2

Nearshore

4

2

0

0

2

3

2

3.2

Int ermediate

2

2

0

0

2

3

2

4

Land based
disp osal

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

5

Beach
nourishment

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

6

Deep wat er

4

2

4

0

2

0

0

4

7

Out side EEZ

2

2

0

2

0

0

2

Existing mid section

2

2

0

2

6

4

4.2

St raight mid section (west)

2

2

0

2

6

4

5

St raight mid sect ion (east )

4

4

0

4

9

6

1a

Trailer (with
cent ral weir)

2

2

0

2

3

0

1b

Trailer (act ual
overflow)

4

4

0

4

9

4

2

Cutt er

2

2

0

4

3

0

0

3

Backhoe

4

4

0

0

4

3

0

i

Eb b Tide
Dred ging

2

2

0

0

2

3

2

ii

All Tide
Dred ging

4

4

0

0

4

9

4

Expert input on weightings and potential impacts on marine and coastal ecology was provided by
Brian Coffey & Associates. Potential impact on the areas of important conservation value is of
particular concern. Key Issues from an ecological perspective included:
-

potential impact on the four areas of important conservation value set out in the Operative
Northland Coastal Management Plan, including the high value hard-bottomed communities
from Home Point to Busby Head which are vulnerable to smothering

-

potential impact on Three Mile Reef from increased turbidity

-

sand supply to Mair Bank and flow-on impacts on biodiversity on the bank.

Contamination is an important aspect considered within the assessment (note a weighting of 3 in
Table 2-2). A number of different sampling exercises were undertaken by members of the expert
panel as part of characterising the existing environment including sampling of the proposed channel
alignment area: Bioresearches identified 107 sampling points to characterise the seabed sediment
quality and biota present in or near the area to be dredged, with an additional five sites up-harbour
from the dredge area, and five sites beyond the dredge area offshore6.

6

Bioresearches (September, 2016) Existing Environment Assessment: Ecology of the Dredge Area, Whangarei Heads.
210 pp.
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Sediment chemistry and particle size were assessed at all sites to ascertain the risk associated with
the disturbance of this material during dredging. The chemistry results were compared against the
ANZECC interim sediment quality guidelines (where available). None of the surface sediment
samples exceeded the ANZECC ISQG Low values with exception of Fluoranthene, Phenanthrene and
Pyrene at site C26S (located 250 m seawards of the Refining NZ wharf along the slope of the channel
edge). This minor exceedance was not considered material and the study concluded that no adverse
effects are expected to occur from the redistribution of sediments during dredging or from the
disposal of the dredge spoil at a nearby marine disposal site7.
In a separate sampling exercise, a suite of 26 Vibrocore samples were taken from the dredging area
to characterise the existing environment8. Interpretation of the contamination results by Brian T.
Coffey and Associates9 included that the thresholds of potential concern for heavy metals (as
defined by ANZECC guidelines) were approached for Nickel in sample V19A and exceeded for sample
V20 (both samples were taken in the outer reaches of the dredge footprint on approach to the
harbour). Sample V20 also exceeded the Effects Range-Low. The analysis of back-up samples for
both cores were submitted for additional elutriate testing and a full range of organic analyses, the
results of which support the conclusion there are no issues with the potential contamination status
of material to be disposed of from the proposed dredging footprint9.
The options assessment (summarised in Table 3-3) concluded that from an ecology perspective:

7
8
9

-

Disposal: onshore disposal is preferred with Intermediate option the next best alternative.
Outside the EEZ is also considered a preferable option due to no potential impact on areas of
important conservation value. For the same reason the ebb delta option is the least
preferred option. Overall there is the need to balance the overall footprint of the disposal
area with avoiding the complete smothering of benthic communities.

-

Alignment: channel option 5 is the least preferred due to the proximity to Home Point, and
option 4.2 is preferred due to overall reduction of risk during operation.

-

Methodology: consideration should be given to using methods which reduce turbidity when
this is an issue based on substrate density, particularly when in proximity of the areas of
important conservation value and Home Point.

Bioresearches (September, 2016) Existing Environment Assessment: Ecology of the Dredge Area, Whangarei Heads.
210 pp.
Tonkin & Taylor (April, 2016) Marsden Point Refinery – Crude Freight Project. Geotechnical Factual Report. 255 pp.
Brian T. Coffey and Associates Limited (October, 2016) AEE: RNZ Marine Ecology 3. 67 pp.
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4.4

Turbidity

Table 4-4: Summary of potential turbidity impacts
Expert input on weightings and potential
turbidity impacts were provided by Royal
HaskoningDHV10 and Tonkin + Taylor (using
data modelled by MetOcean).
Impacts are split to reflect different potential
turbidity impacts from dredging and disposal.
While it is recognised that turbidity is a key
issue for all marine flora and fauna, and the
local community from ecological, recreational,
cultural and aesthetic perspectives, the
predominance of coarser, heavier sediments
across the dredge area indicate that disturbed
sediment will generally fall out of the plume
quickly causing minimal impact (see
MetOcean, 2016).
The options assessment (summarised in
Table 3-4) concluded that:
Disposal: minimal turbidity changes are
anticipated at all ocean disposal sites, although
beach nourishment and land based disposal
options are preferred, as there are potentially
very limited turbidity impacts associated with
these options.
Alignment: minimal turbidity changes are
anticipated at all dredge locations.
Methodology: it is recognised that all tide
dredging could create more turbidity than ebb
tide dredging, although this is dependent on the substrate type. Equally, as a general methodology,
controlling overflow via a central weir reduces turbidity plumes, but this is unlikely to be an issue
across the project site due to sediment composition.
CSD and backhoe both have potential to affect turbidity in particular ways; however, these
methodologies are not necessarily interchangeable or mutually exclusive and may have to be used at
different points along the alignment for different purposes.

10

Royal HaskoningDHV (May, 2016) Technical Memo: Dredging Assessment Methodology. Reference
M&APA1028N006D04. 42 pp.
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4.5

Physical environment

Table 4-5: Summary of potential impacts on the physical environment

Expert input on weightings and potential impacts on coastal geomorphology was provided by Tonkin
+ Taylor using data provided by MetOcean. Information on changes to natural character was also
provided by Brown Ltd.
Overall, the potential impacts are driven by the location of dredge disposal site(s). Key findings from
a physical environment perspective included:
-

the benefits of keeping sediment within the system including:
aiding the long term stability of Mair Bank
creating long term resilience to storms and climate change effects
conserving the sediment budget on the ebb delta.

-

matching ‘like with like’ minimises biological and geomorphological effects
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-

negligible impact on natural character and the underwater seascape (biophysical)11.

The options assessment (summarised in Table 3-5) concluded that from a resilience perspective
there is merit in utilising the ebb delta site (Option 1-2) for disposal of at least some small proportion
of the capital dredge material (recognising that the site is not suitable to take the entire volume of
the capital dredge), and for disposal of ongoing maintenance dredging12. The Nearshore option is
the next best alternative for the remaining capital volume. Offshore options are the least preferred
due to sediment matching and the dredged material leaving the system.

4.6

Social impact

It is recognised that the area is significant recreation area, particularly with regards to boating and
fishing. Expert input on issues of importance to the community and weightings was provided by Rob
Greenaway & Associates. Potential impact scores were provided by:
-

Brian Coffey & Associates: fishing

-

Bioresearches: wildfowl hunting

-

Tonkin + Taylor (based on data provided by MetOcean): coastal landform and currents and
subsequent impacts on recreation

-

Brown Ltd: natural character, visual amenity and the impact of light and noise.

The options assessment (summarised in Table 3-6) concluded that:

11
12

-

there is the potential for a temporary decrease in fish stocks in the disturbed areas, but
there will be no permanent impact on fishing. It is noted that the disturbance will cause fish
to relocate, as opposed to reducing overall fish numbers.

-

there is the possibility of improved beach access in the longer term if ebb delta and / or
beach nourishment options are utilised.

-

impact on natural character (perceptual) is likely to be limited.

-

all channel options will result in the addition of new navigational aids, which may be
considered a change in amenity value by some; however, these will be dwarfed by the
existing character. There will also be temporary amenity impacts (light and noise)
associated with dredge activities. For this reason channel alignment option 5 is the least
preferred due to its proximity to shore and required dredging of hard rocky material at
Home Point.

-

there is a preference for all tide dredging over ebb tide dredging due to the decreased
duration of temporary impacts on amenity values.

Brown and Associates (October, 2016) Landscape & Natural Character Effects – Key Findings. 3 pp.
Tonkin & Taylor (November, 2016). Crude Freight Shilling Project, Whangarei Harbour: Coastal Processes Assessment –
Consultation Draft. Version 6. 160 pp.
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Table 4-6: Summary of potential social impacts
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4.7

Tangata whenua

There have been eight hui held since 2014, resulting in the publication of the Cultural Values
Assessment13 which considers short and longer term potential impacts across the four wellbeing’s
(natural, social, cultural and economic). This report formed the basis of the MCA assessment, with
additional input from the report’s co-author, Juliane Chetham on behalf of the hapu represented by
the Patuharakeke Te Iwi Trust Board. There are real concerns from tangata whenua that the project
may impact:
-

their ability to collect kaimoana from Mair Bank 14, Marsden Bank and from other key
traditional mahinga mataitai and fishing grounds

-

taonga species

-

the mauri of the harbour, and in particular the impact of sand removal from system

-

important markers including Manaia, Matariki, Te Whara, the Takahiwai and Pukekauri
Ranges and islands including Tatanga

-

the ability of tangata whenua to fulfil their duties as kaitiaki and on matauranga and tikanga
in regard to resources.

As Table 3-7 shows, potential impacts are perceived to be generally high for all dredge disposal and
channel options:

13
14

-

Disposal: there is concern that fishing areas (other than Mair Bank) may be affected to a
greater extent by ebb delta (Option 1.2) and nearshore disposal (Option 3.2). Overall, land
based disposal (Option 4) or disposal outside the EEZ (Option 7) are preferred.

-

Alignment: Option 5 is the least preferred, and Options 2 and 4.2 are perceived to have
similar impacts. Option 2 slightly preferable based on impacts on taonga species and the
ability of iwi to perform their role as kaitiaki (i.e. because there will be benthic communities
removed (even if they will recover) iwi do not consider that they are able to fulfil their role
as kaitiaki / stewards). There may be options to mitigate and monitor direct impacts of the
project and restore iwi role as kaitiaki.

-

Methodology: ebb tide dredging is preferred to all tide dredging, as is controlling overflow
via a central weir, due to the potential decrease in turbidity generated.

Patuharakeke Te Iwi Trust Board Inc (January, 2015) Cultural Values Assessment Report: Refining NZ Ltd – Crude
Freight Proposal. 23 pp.
It has been reported that the population of pipis on Mair Bank has been decreasing for some time, and that the mussel
population has been subsequently increasing. While the cause of these changes is not fully documented, the fact that
the ecosystem is in change needs to be noted in the context of future expectations of collecting pipi from Mair Bank,
with or without this dredging project.
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Table 4-7: Summary of potential cultural impacts from a tangata whenua perspective
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4.8

Archaeology

Information on potential impacts on
archaeological sites was provided by
Clough & Associates.
There is not perceived to be any likely
direct impact to either subsurface or
land-based archaeological sites as a result
of any of the proposed options (see Table
3-8). This finding is based on a study
completed for Northland Regional Council
in 201515 as well as additional desktop
research undertaken on behalf of RNZ.

Table 4-8: Summary of potential impacts on
archaeological sites or other areas of cultural
significance

Consideration of indirect impacts of
changes to currents and wave heights as a
result of the project was also considered
to be minimal16.

15

16

Brown, A., R. Clough with S. Bickler. 2015. Northland Coastal and Freshwater Heritage Survey: Identification of Historic
Heritage Resources (Draft report for Northland Regional Council) cited in Clough & Associates (April, 2016). Marsden
Refinery Whangarei Harbour Dredging: Archaeological Assessment. Draft. 25 pp.
Clough & Associates (April, 2016). Marsden Refinery Whangarei Harbour Dredging: Archaeological Assessment. Draft.
25 pp.
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4.9

Indirect economic impacts

Table 4-9: Summary of potential broader economic impacts

These aspects are intended to
cover the impacts on broader
economic activity in the area.
Expert input on weightings and
potential impacts was provided
by:
- Tonkin + Taylor: impact on
commercial intakes and
outfalls, including those that
are connected to NIWA’s
commercial abalone production
facility, with input from RNZ.
- Brian Coffey & Associates:
impact on commercial fishing,
with input from Rob
Greenaway & Associates,
Juliane Chetham (Patuharakeke
Te Iwi Trust Board) and RNZ.
Potential impacts are limited
to:
- impacts on intakes and
outfalls, which will be
minimised by further
refinements in the location of
disposal sites

- impacts on commercial
fish / shellfish stocks. A range
of species are taken by
commercial fisheries, including
scallops as well as fin fish.
While there may be a decrease
of catch in the dredging and disposal areas, fin fish will move, as opposed to being depleted, and the
impact of smothering may be minimised at the disposal site(s) by controlling the depth of the dredge
material deposited and harvesting prior to dredging.
In addition, broader economic cost / benefit assessment undertaken by NZIER confirmed a positive
impact on the regional economy as a result of the continued operation of the refinery.
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4.10

Navigational and programme
safety

Table 4-10: Summary of potential broader
safety issues

Impacts on programme and long-term
navigational safety were provided by Royal
HaskoningDHV.
Navigational safety is a project nonnegotiable.
Navigational and project safety both have
been allocated a weighting of three to reflect
the environmental, social and cultural values
at stake.
As summarised in Table 3-10, and by Royal
HaskoningDHV in their channel design report
(June 2016), channel alignment option 4.2 has
significant advantages over Options 2 and 5.
It is important to note it that it has been
determined that Option 4.2 is the only option
which significantly improves navigational
safety from the status quo.
Equally, programme safety is a nonnegotiable, as this covers the safety of the
crew and vessels involved in dredge
operations, as well as potential interaction
with other vessels and their crews.
Programme duration is also included as an
aspect of programme safety, as the likelihood
of an incident occurring naturally increases
with time at sea. As noted in previous
sections, aspects of methodology, such as ebb
tide dredging, impact the duration of the
programme. The distance of the disposal site
from the dredge location also has the
potential to significantly influence the
programme.
The assessment in Table 3-10, excludes the
direct costs associated with programme
duration, such as vessel hire and crew time, as
these are accounted for in Section 3.11 (direct
economic impacts).
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The options assessment (summarised in Table
3-10) concluded that from a programme
safety perspective:
Disposal: Nearshore and Intermediate
disposal sites are preferred due to the
reduced time and costs (as well as risk)
associated with shorter transit distances. The
EEZ is the least favoured disposal site due to
extra time and cost (and risk) associated with
transport of dredge material.
Alignment: Options 2 and 4.2 result in similar
project safety and programme outcomes.
Option 5 raises some technical difficulties
with regards to the potential for requiring
either removal of boulders and/or drill and
blasting.
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Methodology: methodologies which speed up operations and improve mobility result in better
programme outcomes, due to reduced risk exposure time. Therefore all tide dredging is preferred
and the CSD and backhoe don’t score as well.

4.11

Direct economic impacts

Impacts on costs and other direct project elements, including legal and planning considerations,
were provided by Royal HaskoningDHV (cost), ChanceryGreen (legal) and RNZ.
Legal, revenue and cost aspects (Figure 3-11) cover potential impacts associated with the capital
dredging programme only. The maintenance aspect covers how channel alignment and capital
dredge disposal may impact the need for maintenance dredging in the future.
The options assessment (summarised in Table 3-11) shows that for:
Disposal: overall Nearshore and Intermediate disposal sites are preferable.
Alignment: channel alignment options 2 and 4.2 result in similar impacts, and Option 5 is least
preferred overall.
Methodology: the more complex methodologies (CSD and backhoe) increase time and cost in this
case. All tide dredging is most effective from a time and cost perspective.
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Table 4-11: Summary of potential direct economic impacts as a result of the project
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5

Results

5.1

Preferred channel alignment

Options 2 and 4.2 performed very similarly in the assessment overall (Table 4-1), while Option 5 is
the least preferred option. The key consideration in the selection of the channel alignment is the
outcome from a navigational safety perspective. As Option 4.2 has been found to perform the best
from a navigational safety perspective due to the reduction in the number of headings required, and
notably ensuring no course changes around the rocky outcrop at Home Point, it is recommended
that this option is progressed over Option 2.
Table 4-1: Channel alignment options (weighted)
Options
2
4.2
5

Natural

Social
1.9
1.9
3.3

Cultural
0.9
0.9
1.9

3.7
4.3
6.0

Economic

Total
normalised

1.3
0.9
4.5

Total
(excl uding RNZ direct
economic impacts)

7.7
8.0
15.7

7.1
7.2
15.4

* direct economic impacts include legal, revenue and cost and implications for ongoing maintenance

From a natural and social perspective, Options 2 and 4.2 are identical in terms of scoring and
potential impacts. Option 4.2 is the furthest away from the known areas of high conservation value
and hard shore biological diversity. Avoiding Home Point also means that Option 4.2 is also likely to
result in fewer temporary amenity impacts (light, noise and visual) on the local community.
From an economic perspective, the impacts are also perceived to be the same for all aspects, other
than navigational safety.
From a cultural perspective Option 2 did raise fewer concerns for taonga species and the ability of
tangata whenua to fulfil their duties as kaitiaki and on matauranga and tikanga, with regards to
resources due to the perception that channel Option 2 follows the existing alignment more closely
than Option 4.2.
In progressing channel Option 4.2, the most material issues to address are:
-

potential impacts on areas of important conservation value and taonga species

-

impact on the ability of tangata whenua to fulfil their duties as kaitiaki and on matauranga
and tikanga with regards to resources.

As shown in Figure 4-1, there is particular concern about the potential cultural impacts. It is
recommended that RNZ continue to work proactively with tangata whenua when defining both the
potential and actual effects, and the measures that are advanced to ensure that any adverse effects
are appropriately avoided, remedied or mitigated.
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Figure 5-1: Channel alignment options (weighted)

Recommendations: progress channel alignment Option 4.2 paying particular
attention to effects and mitigation options for impacts on areas of important
conservation value, taonga species and the role of iwi as kaitiaki. Continue to
engage with iwi to fully understand impacts and options for mitigation.
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5.2

Preferred disposal options

Land based disposal options (Options 4 & 5) are preferred overall (Table 4-2), and it is therefore
recommended that they are progressed where practicable. However, as there are no specific land
based disposal or beneficial reuse options defined at present, there will likely be a range of
additional costs and benefits associated with these options if and when specific locations are
identified. Further, at this the stage of the proposal, the aspects identified as part of the MCA are
necessarily focused on the marine area being studied. If and when sites for land based disposal are
identified, and subject to detailed assessment, there will likely be additional aspects identified which
would not apply to marine based disposal sites. Therefore the differential between land based and
marine disposal sites may be reduced in subsequent assessments. It is also not possible to dispose
of the entire capital dredge to land, therefore marine disposal sites need to be considered.
Overall, the offshore options (Option 6: deep water & Option 7: outside the EEZ) performed well in
the assessment (Table 4-2); however, at the initial findings workshop it was agreed that these
options are not feasible as that they would add significant time, cost and environmental risk.
Option 6, 60-80m water depth off Ocean Beach, requires slightly greater travel time/distance to
access than the inner sites and is adjacent to the main shipping channel, which increases the risk
associated with disposal at this site. It would also result in a greater mismatch of sediment
properties, and is subject to higher south-easterly tidal flows and wave energy, which would
increase the risk of sediment plumes impacting sensitive areas. Option 7 has the greatest amount of
uncertainty, as there is no specific area identified, but all areas are likely to result in a sediment
mismatch, more complex (and possibly unfeasible) monitoring, as well as longer and higher risk sail
times. Therefore it is recommended that the inner sites are considered for consenting.
Of the three inner sites, Option 3.2 (the Intermediate site) performed the best in the assessment
across all four wellbeing’s (Table 4-2), and is designed to be able to take the full volume of the
capital dredge. It is therefore recommended that Option 3.2 is progressed for consenting to receive
the full capital dredge. Option 3.2 is particularly preferred due to a smaller footprint and less
potential impact on sea-floor flora and fauna. Being further offshore, there is less potential impact
on birdlife and known areas of conservation value. The site is also more removed from known areas
of importance to recreational and commercial fisheries.
The Nearshore option (Option 2.2) does not perform as well as Option 3.2 (Table 4-2) from a social,
cultural or economic perspective due to closer proximity to recreational areas and traditional and
commercial fishing areas.
While the ebb delta disposal option (Option 1.2) does not perform as well as Option 3.2, it performs
comparatively well from an environmental perspective because of the benefits identified in
disposing a proportion of dredged material at this site. Retaining that material within the system,
and in particular, supporting the resilience of Mair Bank (Figure 4-2) is seen as important from a
coastal process perspective. For this reason it is recommended that provision for some capital- and
maintenance-dredge material be made at the ebb delta site.
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Table 4-2: Disposal options (weighted)

Natural

Options
Ebb Delta
Nearshore
Intermediate
Land based disposal
Beach nourishment
Deep water
Outside EEZ

1.2
2.2
3.2
4
5
6
7

1.4
2.1
2.1
-0.1
-0.2
1.9
1.8

Social

Cultural
0.8
0.8
0.4
0.0
-0.1
0.8
0.4

Economic
3.7
3.0
2.7
0.3
1.7
1.3
0.3

Total
normalised

1.9
1.5
1.1
1.9
1.9
1.8
3.0

Total
(excludi ng RNZ
direct economic
impacts)

7.7
7.4
6.2
2.1
3.3
5.8
5.5

8.1
8.1
6.6
1.7
2.8
5.5
4.7

In progressing Option 3.2, the most important issues identified through the MCA assessment are:
-

the potential impact on areas of important conservation value and taonga species

-

the impact on resilience of sediment leaving the system on geomorphology

-

the impact on mahinga mataitai and commercial fisheries.

-

the potential interaction with or impact on marine mammals

It is recommended that these aspects are expressly explored as part of the AEE process.
Of the inner site options, Option 3.2 also raises the fewest concerns from tangata whenua
stakeholders (Figure 4-2). Concerns about impacts on sites of cultural value (including mahinga
mataitai) remain generally high. This supports the recommendation in Section 4.1 for RNZ to
continue to engage with iwi to ensure that perceptions about impacts are accurate, and that options
for mitigating impacts are well understood.

Figure 5-2: Disposal options (weighted)
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In progressing Option 1.2 (ebb delta) the following potential impacts should be considered within
the AEE:
-

impact on areas of important conservation value in close proximity and impact on taonga
species

-

impacts on the the mauri of the harbour

-

impact of the ability to access to kaimoana at Marsden Bank and in other mahinga mataitai

-

interaction with marine mammals

-

impact on pelagic and shore bird nesting and roosting habitat

-

temporary changes in access to recreational areas

-

impacts on intakes and outfalls (noting that these issues have already largely been designed
out)

-

dredge disposal safety risks.

A plan of the recommended disposal sites is provided in Figure 4-3.

Recommendations:
- progress land based for beneficial reuse options (Options 4 & 5) where
practicable.
- progress consenting for the bulk of the capital dredge to be deposited at the
Intermediate site (Option 3.2) paying particular attention to mitigating or
avoiding the potential interaction with marine mammals, impact on areas of
important conservation value and taonga species, and impact on Mahinga
Mataitai and commercial fisheries.
- progress the option for a limited volume of capital dredge and maintenance
dredge disposal in the ebb delta (Option 1.2) to provide resilience to the
geomorphological system and Mair Bank in particular.
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5.3

Preferred dredge methodology

This study provided the expert panel with a better understanding of the options for dredge
methodology, and how these might be used across the options for the project:
-

the key finding with regards to dredge methodology is that the nature of the dredge
material is such that turbidity is unlikely to be a significant issue17. The sandy substrate will
likely settle quickly both along the channel alignment and at the disposal site(s). This means
that the technologies and methodologies used to control turbidity (such as the THSD green
valve and ebb tide dredging) may not actually deliver any significant environmental benefit
from a turbidity perspective, but would increase the duration of the project overall.
Controlling overflow via a green valve, ebb tide dredging or other measures should be
considered where it is assessed that environmental and cultural effects warrant the use of
these methods along the transect.

-

the cutter suction dredge (CSD) and backhoe perform similarly overall (Table 4-3), but have
different characteristics with regards to noise, vibration, turbidity and impacts on benthic
flora and fauna. It is recognised that these dredge types perform different functions so are
not mutually exclusive, and it is anticipated that a mix of dredge types would be used for a
project of this type and scale. There may still be some need to use a CSD in in some
locations, such as in the inner channel area, although less likely to be a preferred option. It
may also be necessary to use a backhoe in place of the TSHD around the berth area given
proximity to marine structures. It is recommended that when channel alignment is
confirmed, the dredge methodologies most appropriate along the different reaches of the
transect (from berth to inner-harbour and outer-harbour) are finalised.

-

ebb tide dredging is preferred from an environmental and cultural perspective because of
perceptions that this will help reduce turbidity. All tide dredging is preferable from a social
and economic perspective because it will reduce the duration of project overall. Increased
duration is not favourable from a cost perspective, and often communities prefer for
projects to proceed as quickly as possible from an aesthetic and amenity perspective.
However, ebb tide dredging in particular areas identified as potentially sensitive (for
example, around Home Point), may be a potential mitigation strategy.

Recommendations:

17

-

finalise the preferred dredge methodology based on the final channel
design

-

Examine whether ebb tide dredging and/or other measures are necessary
at particular locations along the Option 4.2 transect to reduce natural,
social or cultural impacts from turbidity.

Bioresearches (September, 2016) Existing Environment Assessment: Ecology of the Dredge Area, Whangarei Heads.
210 pp.
Tonkin & Taylor (November, 2016). Crude Freight Shilling Project, Whangarei Harbour: Coastal Processes Assessment –
Consultation Draft. Version 6. 160 pp.
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Table 4-3: Dredge methodology (weighted)

Category

Natural

Social

Cultural

Economic

normalised

Total
(excluding RNZ
direct economic
impacts)

Total normalised to
Total normalised
give equal
(excluding costs to
weighting to four
RNZ)
impacts

Description

Dredge
Methodology

Total

1a

Trailer (with
central weir)

2.1

0.9

4.3

1.0

8.3

7.9

1b

Trailer (act ual
overflow)

4.1

1.8

8.1

1.0

15.0

14.6

2

Cutter

2.3

1.1

5.1

2.5

11.0

10.3

3

Backhoe

2.5

1.8

4.7

2.5

11.4

10.1

i

Ebb Tide
Dredging

1.4

1.8

3.9

2.0

9.0

8.2

ii

All Tide
Dredging

3.2

0.9

6.9

1.0

11.9

11.5
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6

Applicability

This report has been prepared for the exclusive use of our client ChanceryGreen for Refining NZ,
with respect to the particular brief given to us and it may not be relied upon in other contexts or for
any other purpose, or by any person other than our client, without our prior written agreement.
We understand and agree that Refining New Zealand may use this report in support of an
application for resource consent and that the consenting authority will rely on this report for the
purpose of assessing that application.

Tonkin & Taylor Ltd
Report prepared by:

Authorised for Tonkin & Taylor Ltd by:

..........................................................
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Monique Cornish

Richard Reinen-Hamill

Senior Sustainability Specialist

Director
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Executive Summary
Refining NZ, a refinery located at Marsden Point, in the northern part of New
Zealand operates as a tolling refinery for oil companies which deliver crude oil
and receive refined petroleum products for marketing in New Zealand. The
refining fee is based on the spread between delivered crude oil and the landed
cost of imported petroleum products. The refinery competes with imported
products and efficiency is critical for its profitability.
New Zealand is far from most oil producing regions and transportation costs
affect the refining margins. Therefore, the ability to use larger tankers is an
important lever in generating freight cost savings. Larger tankers offer
significant freight cost savings on a per barrel basis compared to smaller
tankers.
The clients of Refining NZ currently import crude oil using Aframax and light
loaded Suezmax tankers. The harbor currently has a draught restriction of 14.7
meters Chart Datum (CD), which means that only fully laden Aframax tankers
(carrying 80,000 to 100,000 tons of crude oil) or partially loaded Suezmax
tankers (with 100,000 to 120,000 tons cargo size) can access Refining NZ’s
discharge terminal. In order to reduce freight cost, the Marsden Point facility
could be upgraded to allow fully laden Suezmax tankers to deliver crude oil.
There are three feasible alternative approaches to enable the use of larger
tankers:
•

Dredge the access channel and the Refining NZ berth

•

Install a Single Point Mooring (SPM) system in deeper water offshore
connected by an underwater pipeline to the refinery

•

Use Ship to Ship transfer in deep water to transfer the cargo into
smaller tankers for final discharge at the refinery

In Poten’s view, the dredging alternative is the preferred option as the initial
investment of about US$ 20-US$ 25 million can be recovered over a relatively
short time frame while the added operating costs are relatively small. The other
alternatives have either very high operating costs or involve high upfront
investment costs which require Refining NZ to move to VLCC size cargoes (about
3 times the current delivery size) in order to offset these additional costs. Such
large cargo sizes create issues for the refinery operations and require a
significantly higher level of coordination between Refining NZ’s customers, as
well as investment in additional shore tankage.
While all three alternatives have good environmental records, the dredging of
the harbor channel allows the continued use of the existing terminal but provide
access to more efficient, fully laden Suezmax tankers. This reduces the number
of port calls while also having the advantage of discharging in a location that is
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sheltered from seas and swells and allows for the most effective emergency
response in case of an incident.
The flowing table ranks the alternatives according to their suitability for Refining
NZ (1 being most preferred):
Conventional
Terminal
(Dredging)

Single
Point
Mooring

Ship
To
Ship

Environmental Risk

1

2

3

Conventional Terminal best sheltered from
seas and swell

Refining Operational
Considerations

1

2

3

Large parcels delivered via SPM and STS
create size mismatch with refinery

Discharge Operations

1

2

3

More communication and coordination
required for SPM and STS

Capital Investment

2

3

1

Initial investment costs highest for SPM

Ongoing Operational Costs

1

2

3

Conventional Terminal only requires
periodic dredging

Customer Coordination

1

2

2

VLCC cargoes (SPM & STS) requires coloading by customers

Weather Dependency

1

2

3

STS and to a lesser extent SPM operations
can be disrupted by adverse weather

Comments

Introduction
Refining NZ, a refinery based at Marsden Point / Whangarei, in the north of New
Zealand, operates as a tolling refinery for several oil companies: BP, ExxonMobil
and Z-Energy. These oil companies provide the crude oil and Refining NZ
processes the oil and returns refined products such as gasoline, diesel, jet fuel,
etc. to the oil companies, who then market these products in New Zealand.
Depending on the product type, Refining NZ supplies between 65 and 100% of
the petroleum products consumed in New Zealand. Therefore, Refining NZ
competes directly with imported petroleum products and maximizing
operational efficiencies is critical.
As refiners have little influence on crude oil pricing, they need to minimize other
costs to remain competitive. Transportation costs represent a significant factor
influencing Refining NZ and its customers’ profitability. Optimizing crude oil
transportation costs includes providing efficient discharge port facilities and
allowing large tankers to call at the port, in order to take advantage of freight
savings from "economies of scale". Refining NZ’s profitability is partially based
on the freight cost differential between shipping crude oil on large tankers and
the higher cost of shipping refined products on smaller tankers.
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The larger the oil carrying capacity of a tanker, the lower the cost per
transported barrel, especially for long haul crude oil supply routes. Large oil
tankers offer significant economy of scale advantages as the operating expenses
(crewing, stores, spares, maintenance, insurance, etc.) of larger vessels are
relatively much lower than those of smaller vessels. The crew size of smaller
tankers is similar to the one of larger vessels and as a result, the crew costs,
which are the largest component of vessel operating expenses (expenses not
directly related to a voyage), are also comparable. Bunker fuel expenses and
vessel construction costs are other large cost factors, and both provide
significant advantages for larger tankers over smaller ones. However, not all
ports can accommodate large vessels. Load and discharge port restrictions and
local logistical constraints, such as storage capacities, are also important factors
that determine the optimal tanker size for a particular trade.

Marsden Point Refinery

Like other competitive refineries in the world, Refining NZ has been evaluating
ways to utilize the economies of scale advantages of larger crude oil tankers.
The primary limitations of the existing discharge terminal at the Marsden Point
refinery are the water depth at the berth and in the approach channel to the
harbor. Currently, customers of Refining NZ are limited to fully laden Aframax
size tankers (cargo capacity: 80,000-100,000 tons) or partially loaded Suezmax
tankers (capacity: 100,000-120,000 tons). A fully laden Suezmax tanker cannot
enter the harbor, due to the existing draught restrictions of 14.70 meters (CD).
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The following three alternatives are commonly employed to overcome draught
limitations:
1. Dredging the seabed to provide a deeper access channel and berth
2. Installing a Single Point Mooring (SPM) system off the coast in deeper
water
3. Lightering the vessel by discharging the cargo fully or partially from a
larger vessel into smaller tankers while at sea in deeper waters
At the request of Refining NZ Poten & Partners has made a high level
assessment of the safety, environmental, economical, and operational aspects
of these alternatives.
The report uses the following criteria to evaluate these alternatives:
•

Environmental Risk: The risk of harming the environment during the
implementation phase and during the operational phase

•

Refinery Operations: The impact of the shipping solution on the
refinery operations. For example: Using Very Large Crude Carriers
(VLCCs) would affect the refinery operations and requires increased
storage capacity.

•

Discharge Operations: Includes aspects such as ship to shore
communications, vessel access in case of an emergency, etc.

•

Capital Investment: A large upfront investment would require a longer
period to recover the investment or require other offsetting cost
savings.

•

Ongoing Operational Costs: The day to day costs involved in the
maintenance and discharge operations

•

Customer Coordination: Refining NZ refines crude for multiple
customers who supply their own crude to the refinery. The use of
VLCCs requires a significantly higher level of coordination among the
customers.

•

Weather Dependency: Unfavorable wind conditions can affect the
mooring operations and create delays, and thus add shipping costs.
Additionally, the refinery needs to maintain inventory to deal with such
delays.

1. Deepen Access Channel and Berth Area
The Refining NZ refinery at Marsden Point currently imports crude oil using a
berth that can accommodate Aframax tankers and partially laden Suezmax
tankers.
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A shore connected pier with load and/or discharge equipment is typically the
default solution for oil importers, unless there are specific reasons why such a
configuration is impractical or uneconomic. In the case of Refining NZ, much of
the required infrastructure is already in place but, in order to accommodate
larger tankers, dredging will be required.
In a study performed in May 2015, Poten & Partners estimated that the use of
fully laden Suezmax tankers (1 million – 1.05 million barrels) would reduce
freight costs by up to US$ 0.44 per barrel.

Environmental Risk
The use of larger vessels reduces the number of required port calls. By using a
conventional pier, the vessel is sheltered from seas and swells inside the harbor
during discharge operations. The vessel and the refinery are connected through
an over-land pipeline, which is easy to maintain and inspect. Potential issues
with the pipeline can be easily identified and quickly repaired, reducing the
environmental impact in case of a leakage.
A potential risk of dredging is that the seabed is disturbed and that potential
pollutants that may have settled into the soil are released, causing them to be
distributed by the water. This risk is higher in industrial areas where
environmental regulations were historically less strict than they are today. In
the case of Refining NZ, this risk is very limited. The company has already
performed extensive analyses of surficial sediment and core samples within the
channel area. The sediment was generally free of contaminants.

Refining Operational Considerations
Using a conventional terminal provides maximum flexibility of tonnage up to the
dimensions of the terminal. Due to the relatively low capital investment costs
for dredging the approach channel and dredging around the existing berth, with
ongoing operational costs and refining processes remaining the same, the
terminal can be upgraded for fully laden Suezmax sized tankers. The delivery
reliability would remain similar to current levels.
Currently Refining NZ receives mainly Aframax cargoes of about 700,000 barrels
as well as some light-loaded Suezmax cargoes, which require one delivery about
every 6 days. After switching to Suezmax cargoes of 1 million barrels, the
refinery would require a cargo delivery approximately every 8 days, assuming
they use 120,000 bbl/day. However, it is important to note that Refining NZ will
only switch a proportion of its imports to Suezmax size tankers, because some
crude oil imports from South East Asia require Aframax tonnage due to load
port restrictions.

Discharge Operations
In case of an emergency while discharging, the ship would be readily accessible
from land. In the event of a spill, it would be easier to implement emergency
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response measures including, for example containment. In case of a spill, the
escaped oil would be contained in a more protected area and would be less
affected by wind and wave action than in an exposed open sea area, facilitating
the cleanup process.
Refining NZ has existing protocols and procedures in place to quickly and
effectively respond to a potential spill during discharge operations.

Capital Investment
Dredging has upfront costs involved in initially deepening the access channel.
Refining NZ received initial estimates for the dredging work in the region of
US$20 to US$25 million. Additionally, the use of fully laden Suezmax tankers
would require a modification to the refinery’s storage facilities.

Ongoing Operational Costs
Ongoing operational costs for the terminal would remain very similar to the
current costs. There would be some additional costs in maintenance dredging in
the future as a deepened channel often gradually fills with sediment that needs
to be removed occasionally.

Customer Coordination
Upgrading import volumes from Aframax tankers to fully laden Suezmax tankers
requires the least adjustment for Refining NZ customers. Several customers
already use Suezmaxes on a regular basis (albeit light-loaded). Fully laden
Suezmax tankers carry about 1 million barrel cargo lots (40% more than the
current typical cargo size), reducing the overall number of port calls. The other
two alternatives would require the use of VLCCs to optimize the higher
investment (SPM) and operating costs (lightering). VLCCs carry about 2 million
barrels, almost three times the current cargo size. These cargo sizes would
likely be too large for an individual customer and would require the sharing of a
vessel between multiple customers.

Weather Dependency
The Marsden Point terminal is located at the head of the Whangarei Harbour at
the northern tip of Bream Bay. The location within the bay gives the jetty
berths at Marsden Point protection from adverse weather conditions and
therefore Poten considers discharging tankers at the Marsden Point terminal as
the least weather dependent option. As is the case with the other alternatives,
waves and swells can affect the timing of mooring and, in this case, entering the
approach channel.
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2. Single Point Mooring oil discharge systems
Installing a Single Point Mooring (SPM) system off the coast in deeper water is
the second alternative that is also commonly employed to overcome draught
limitations.
Single Point Mooring (“SPM”) systems (also referred to as Single Buoy Mooring
or SBM systems) can be used to import or export crude oil or petroleum
products. They are manufactured and installed by well-established and
specialized companies such as SBM Offshore, Bluewater and others. SPM
systems consist of a buoy that is attached to the seabed and outfitted with a
mooring facility for a tanker. In the case of an import facility, the buoy is
equipped with an oil transfer system consisting of a pipeline between the buoy
and the receiving terminal and hawsers to connect the tanker to the buoy. The
system is designed so that the tanker can weathervane around the buoy while
discharging.

SPM (Image Credit: Bluewater)

SPM systems are commonly employed; between the 1960’s and 2012, SBM
Offshore, one of the market leaders in SPM installations, built and delivered
more than 450 SPMs to customers at locations worldwide. SPM systems are a
cost effective option in shallow coastal areas where the construction of a
marine terminal is expensive or unfeasible. However, in the case of Refining NZ,
much of the required terminal infrastructure is already in place. SPMs are also
commonly employed as loading terminals in offshore oil development projects.
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The most common SPM design is the "Catenary Anchor Leg Mooring (CALM)
system.

CALM SPM (Image credit: SOFEC)

A CALM SPM system consists of a floating buoy, which is anchored to the
seabed by catenary chain legs that are secured to anchors or piles. The loading
or offloading tanker is moored by one or two mooring hawsers to a turntable
mounted on top of the buoy using a slewing bearing. The slewing bearing allows
the tanker to freely weathervane around the SPM, always keeping the bow into
wind and waves and thus keeping the windage area and wave exposure to a
minimum.
In 1999, Refining NZ commissioned a study examining the feasibility of installing
an SPM for the delivery of crude oil. The report investigated the installation of a
CALM SPM in the Bream Bay with a 10 km underwater pipeline and a 3.5 km
land based pipeline using existing right of way. The SPM would be anchored in
water with a depth of about 30 m and would be suitable for tankers up to VLCC
size. Two different pipeline scenarios were evaluated: a single 48” diameter
pipeline and a dual 34” diameter pipeline. For cost reasons, the underwater
pipeline would be built on shore in two 5 km sections and towed into position.
Refining NZ indicated that they did not further pursue the project due to the
high cost estimates resulting from the initial feasibility study and due to the
operational considerations discussed in this report.

Environmental Risk
A pipeline running over the seabed for several miles to connect the SPM to the
refinery always creates some incremental risk. Indeed, ships mooring and
offloading cargo off the coast of New Zealand represents a higher risk than
tankers discharging in the more protected environment of a harbor, although
entering and exiting the port also presents some risk.
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Crude oil from the SPM flows through a submerged sea line. The tanker and the
SPM are connected via two floating hoses which are attached to the manifold of
the tanker. Although these components can be managed and are generally
safe, they introduce a potential for problems.
SPMs are generally safe and efficient loading and off-loading systems. A 2010
risk assessment study by the International Organization of Oil and Gas
Producers estimates that 1 event (tanker breakout or surge event) occurs for
every 5,621 operating days. The mean volume of oil spilled in such incidents is
estimated at 946 barrels.

Refining Operational Considerations
Single Point Mooring systems can be designed to accept all common types of
crude oil tankers, including VLCCs. Due to the high initial investment of
installing an SPM, VLCCs would be the optimal vessel size to minimize the
transportation costs and offset the higher investment. However, regular use of
VLCCs, which carry typically about 2 million barrels of crude oil, would require
significant adjustments to the storage capacity of the refinery and the large
cargo size would affect deliveries for the customers of the refinery. Presently,
Aframax tankers typically carry a cargo of about 700,000 barrels for an
individual customer.

Discharge Operations
Vessels secured to an SPM are generally able to continue load and discharge
operations even under unfavorable weather and swell conditions. Mooring and
unmooring operations normally do not require tugboat assistance. Some SPM
discharge locations, such as buoys moored at sites with inadequate under keel
clearance or unfavorable current condition, require "Stand by" tow back tugs to
prevent the tanker from drifting into the SPM.

Capital Investment
The 1999 study investigated the cost of positioning an SPM into the Bream Bay,
which at that time was estimated at about A$ 77.3 million (~US$ 50 million).
This included the SPM and its installation connected to 10 km of underwater
pipeline plus about 3.5 km of shore side pipeline, including the pipeline
installation.
These costs did not include the required addition of crude storage tanks at the
refinery. Deliveries of such large volumes will require significant modifications
to the storage capacity, which will add to the initial investment.
Refining NZ has reviewed SPM cost estimates at a high level on a number of
occasions, with the last review in 2013 suggesting costs of around US$150
million, including storage modifications.
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Ongoing Operational Costs
Single Point Mooring maintenance and operating guidelines must be strictly
enforced in accordance to the "Single Point Mooring Maintenance and
Operations Guide" published by the "Oil Companies International Marine
Forum"(OCIMF). OCIMF's mission is to be the foremost authority on safe and
environmentally responsible operations of oil tankers and terminals, promoting
continuous improvement of standards of design and operations.
SPM mooring systems are robust, generally maintenance friendly and do not
experience excessive down time. However, safe and efficient operations of the
system require a team of trained mooring masters, cargo coordination
personnel, hose handling, mooring and maintenance crews, including divers.
Suitable workboats are required as well, adding to the operating expenses of
the system. The actual costs of these arrangements depend on the location and
the prevailing weather and swell conditions as well as on the regulatory
requirements in place once the SPM is operational.
The overall operating cost of an SPM is likely higher than the cost of maintaining
a conventional terminal, but less expensive than maintaining a lightering
operation. Refining NZ will need to maintain the existing infrastructure as a
backup for the SPM and for loading products onto coastal vessels, in which case
the SBM maintenance costs would be incremental.

Customer Coordination
As stated above, the high capital costs of the SPM would require customers to
take advantage of the economies of scale provided by VLCC tankers. However,
a two million barrel VLCC cargo would likely exceed the requirements of
individual customers, and as a result, it would require them to co-load.

Weather Dependency
The SPM system is designed to operate safely in a wide range of weather
conditions. As mentioned before, the offloading tanker can freely weathervane
around the SPM, always keeping the bow into wind and waves and thus keeping
the windage area and wave exposure to a minimum. However, there are
weather circumstances, combining heavy winds with long-wave period swells
and tidal currents, where SPM operations may need to be suspended.

3. Ship to Ship Transfer Operations (Lightering)
Another way of supplying long haul crude oil to refineries at locations with
insufficient water depth and draught restrictions, while still benefiting from the
economies of scale of VLCCs or Suezmaxes, is the employment of Ship to Ship
Transfers, also known as lightering. This operation allows larger, deep drafted
tankers to remain in offshore areas with sufficient water depth as close as
permissible to the receiving refinery, where they offload their cargo into
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smaller, draft suitable tankers (typically Aframax size) which deliver the crude oil
to the refinery.

Source: Overseas Shipholding Group

The following map, produced by DYNAMARINe’s Online STS, an organization
that collects operational information from Ship to Ship (STS) transfer operators
shows the worldwide locations where STS transfers occurred between 2011 and
2015. As the map clearly illustrates, STS operations are common in many
locations.
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Source: DYNAMARINe Online STS

Ship to ship transfer or lightering of crude oil from a Very Large Crude Carrier
(VLCC) with a carrying capacity of about 280,000 tons onto a draft suitable
Aframax size tanker of about 80,000 deadweight tons was successfully
introduced by a major U.S. oil company at an offshore location in the U.S. Gulf
around 1976.
The U.S. Gulf region has a huge amount of refining capacity in Texas and
Louisiana. Prior to the introduction of lightering, crude oil supply to those
refineries was restricted to smaller Aframax tankers, as only those vessels were
able to meet the draft restrictions at U.S. Gulf ports of 40 feet. This made long
haul transportation cost very high and uneconomical, especially for crude oil
from the Arabian Gulf.
After the successful introduction of lightering, instead of shipping 80,000 tons of
crude oil from the Arabian Gulf in Aframax tankers, VLCCs' were able to deliver
about 280,000 tons to designated lightering positions, some 50 to 60 miles off
the U.S. Gulf coast. Here they are lightered to completion by suitable Aframax
tankers which make the final crude oil delivery to the refineries. It normally
takes four Aframax loads to complete a VLCC discharge and, subject to weather
conditions and availability of Aframax tonnage, the operation requires between
10 to 30 days to complete.
Since then, lightering operations have improved and are tightly regulated.
Lightering is now a common way to provide long haul crude oil to refineries at
draft restricted locations around the world.
Ship to ship oil transfer operations usually take place at designated, open,
unrestricted sea areas with sufficient water depth (allowing adequate under
keel clearance) to keep the interactive forces exerted during the approach of
two vessels, to a minimum. Inadequate under keel clearance has a negative
effect on a ship’s maneuverability as well as the rudder and steering
performance during the vessel’s approach. About half of the lightering
operations worldwide occur while the vessels are at anchor while about 30%
occur by connecting the vessels while underway and anchoring for discharging.
About 19% of the lightering operation are performed while the vessels continue
to move at slow speed.
Typically, lightering operations can only be conducted in designated lightering
areas, approved by respective National Authorities. Designated lightering areas
must provide ample, unrestricted sea room to allow safe approach and
maneuverability between off taker and mother ship (VLCC). Refining NZ would
have to go through an approval process to obtain a designated lightering area.

Environmental Risk
Even though transshipment operations involve higher risk due to the increased
number of cargo handling operations, lightering enjoys a good safety and spill
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record. According to the online STS quality assessment (OSIS), 3.3% of all STS
operations experience an incident, while the remaining 96.7% are incident free.
By far the most frequently occurring incident is the breakdown of the mooring
lines between the vessels. The following table, covering the period from April
2011 to December 2015, shows the frequency of different types of incidents as
a percentage of the operations with incidents.
Incident

Frequency

Mooring Lines
Breakdown
Vessel Collision
Fender Breakdown
Oil Spill on Deck
Hose Breakdown
Fail of
Communications
Main Engine Failure
Damage by tug or
Service boats
Vessel Blackout

62%
13%
9%
5%
3%
3%
3%
1%
1%

Source: Online STS

Refining Operational Considerations
In order to offset the relatively high operational costs of lightering, Refining NZ
would have to use VLCC sized tankers. This has the same disadvantages as the
use of an SPM: larger storage requirement and coordination between
customers.
Additionally, due to the weather dependence of lightering, there is an increased
risk of refinery supply disruptions, though weather conditions in the area of
Marsden Point are generally favorable. According to a NIWA study on the
weather conditions in Northland, 40% of the time swells are less than 1 meter
while only 8% of the time they exceed 2 meters along the East Coast of
Northland. Average wind speeds at the airport of Whangarei are generally
around 10-13 km/h.
The refinery needs to maintain additional storage to manage the possibility that
ships cannot offload the cargo due to weather conditions. Deliveries will be
affected if either the ship-to-ship transfer is not possible or if the lightering
Aframaxes cannot enter or exit the harbor.

Discharge Operations
Lightering operations require a higher level of oversight from the refinery and
shore based organization. The parties involved in a lightering operation are
normally the tanker to be lightered (mother vessel) typically a VLCC, the vessels
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to receive the oil (Off taker) typically an Aframax size tanker and the lightering
service company who provides the lightering equipment such as a suitable work
boat and fenders.
Either Refining NZ engages a lightering service provider who arranges an off
taker for the lightering operation or Refining NZ needs to charter-in a vessel. It
can be expected that not many Aframax tankers are trading in the New Zealand
area, as Marsden Point is the only refinery in the country and petroleum
product imports and local distribution are performed with smaller tankers due
to the required volumes. Additionally, these tankers would not be suitable as
the cleaning operations to switch between crude oil and clean petroleum
product cargoes would be expensive and in some cases impossible. Therefore it
will be difficult (or expensive) to arrange for a suitable Aframax tanker to be
available when the VLCC arrives.

Capital Investment
The initial investment can be very low, as almost all the lightering costs are
operational costs, especially if an outside lightering service is employed, as they
typically charge an all-in fee per lightering operation. If Refining NZ decides to
set up an in-house lightering operation, they would need to buy or charter in a
workboat and acquire fenders, hoses, etc.

Ongoing Operational Costs
The operating expenses of lightering are higher than the alternatives discussed.
Additional storage capacity would be required as well. Chartering in an Aframax
to perform the lightering operation will be expensive as Aframax tankers will
likely not be readily available, once most of the New Zealand bound crude oil is
moved on larger tankers. It will be extremely difficult and costly to coordinate
the use of Aframaxes that still discharge at Whangarei for lightering services.
The following map shows the positioning of Aframax tankers on the 13th of July
2016. The map illustrates the limited availability of tonnage in the area. (The
vessel heading for New Zealand is a BP owned tanker heading to the Refining NZ
refinery)
The lightering operations require the use of a workboat to handle the required
fenders and a mooring master who is experienced in mooring the ships. One of
the existing lightering companies could establish a presence in New Zealand and
manage the lightering operations or Refining NZ could decide to manage this in
house.
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Source: Lloyds List Intelligence

The lightering operations will be relatively inefficient unless more than one offtaker is used, as the VLCC is lying idle while the lightering vessel sails between
the mother ship and the terminal. This results in higher costs for the Aframax
tanker and demurrage for the VLCC. As a reference, on the U.S. West Coast,
where Aframax tonnage is less common than in the U.S. Gulf area, lightering
operations cost about US$200,000 per voyage for the off taker while VLCC
demurrage typically costs around US$50,000 per day, depending on the freight
market conditions. If only one off-taker is used, the optimum lightering time is
about 11 days, this would add about US$450,000 – US$550,000 of demurrage
cost per VLCC cargo, depending on the duration of the VLCC loading operations.

Customer Coordination
Operating costs involved in the lightering operation are very high. To offset
these costs, the other transportation costs need to be reduced by using the
largest possible vessels. However, VLCC carries about 2 million barrels of crude
oil, which most likely exceeds the amount that can be managed by an individual
customer. Therefore, two or more customers need to pool their crude to fill a
VLCC. This complicates the logistics for the customers.

Weather Dependency
To perform safe lightering operations, operating parameters do not necessarily
require dead calm seas with no wind. Although there is no fixed maximum wind
speed and wave height limit established, lightering can be safely conducted by
experienced mooring masters with wind speeds up to 20 knots and short period
wave heights of up to six feet. However, if swell waves with long wave periods
are experienced from one direction, and wind and wind waves come from
another direction, on top of prevailing tidal currents, lightering operations are
difficult to be conducted safely and should be suspended.
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Conclusion
The following section summarizes the pros and cons of the various alternatives:
Dredge Existing Channel
Marsden Point approach channel realignment and berth dredging to a safe
water depth, allowing fully laden Suezmax tankers to provide crude oil supply to
the RNZ Whangarei refinery.
•

Dredging costs are lower than installation of an SPM with a pipeline.

•

Using fully laden Suezmax tankers is sufficiently comparable to current
crude oil delivery volumes that refinery operations and storage facilities
require less modification than for the alternative solutions.

•

The expectation is that Refining NZ customers can easily deliver
Suezmax cargoes (approximately 1 million barrels), typically without
having to share tonnage, facilitating scheduling for the customers of the
refinery.

•

Dredging provides the best balance of costs and benefits; a limited
investment combined with improved freight costs and requiring only
minor operational modifications.

SPM Discharge System
Install an SPM and an underwater pipeline to connect the SPM to the refinery.

POTEN & PARTNERS

•

The installation of an SPM, including the related pipeline system and
infrastructure requires the highest upfront capital investment of all
options.

•

Once installed, the offshore SPM discharge system would provide cost
effective crude oil deliveries without incurring excessive delays due to
weather.

•

VLCCs and Suezmax tonnage can be employed, taking advantage of
economies of scale in freight costs.

•

To meet larger cargo size deliveries, Refining NZ has to significantly
increase its shore tank storage capacity.

•

It is unlikely that Refining NZ's customers can individually supply crude
oil by VLCCs on a consistent basis. Cooperation and closely coordinated
co-loads among customers will likely be required.

•

Even if an SPM discharge system is utilized, Refining NZ will need to
maintain its existing jetty at Whangarei, in order to have an oil
reception facility in the event the SPM system experiences any down
time and to accommodate product loading onto coastal vessels.
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•

If not drained after discharge operations, the submerged sea line from
the SPM to the shore tanks would contain crude oil. If the sea line
integrity is compromised for unexpected reasons, oil seepage could
occur.

•

Refining NZ would have to train and maintain a team of mooring
masters and discharge coordinators, hose handling, and maintenance
crew including divers, as well as hire or acquire work boats and possibly
pull back tugs.

Ship to Ship Transfer (Lightering)
Discharge the cargo at a designated lightering area from a larger mother
vessel into smaller tankers that can transport the cargo to the refinery.
•

Designated lightering areas have to be established and approved.

•

To recover the higher cost involved in lightering, Refining NZ customers
might have to use larger VLCC tankers. This would require significant
additional storage capacity.

•

Long term contracts with reputable Lightering companies have to be
negotiated if possible, or in-house lightering operation has to be
established.

•

Lightering operations require a team of trained mooring masters and
cargo coordinators as well as workboats, adequate and approved fender
systems, cargo discharge hoses and hose handling crews.

•

The utilization of Ship to Ship transfer operations, to provide crude oil to
the Refining NZ refinery, will not reduce the number of tankers calling
Marsden Point. The equipment has to be stored and properly
maintained when not in use.

•

Difficulties to obtain cost effective off takers due to lack of suitable
tonnage in the Whangarei trading region.

•

Refining NZs' customers have to coordinate co-load agreements for
VLCC cargoes.

•

An important disadvantage of lightering operations is the weather
dependency. Long delays could be very costly and quickly eliminate the
"economy of scale" gains. It could also create severe inventory
problems for the refinery

In Poten’s view, of all the possible alternatives, the dredging option provides the
best balance based on the evaluation criteria: The combination of limited initial
investment and the modest on-going operating costs makes this a very cost
competitive solution. As a result, the refinery can use fully laden Suezmax
tonnage, which does not require significant changes to the refinery operations
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or for the customers, while still providing significant transportation cost savings.
Incremental transportation cost savings of using VLCCs would be offset by
higher initial investments or operating costs, as well as requiring significant
additional coordination among Refining NZ’s customers.
The following table shows Poten’s ranking of the alternatives:
Conventional
Terminal
(Dredging)

Single
Point
Mooring

Ship
To
Ship

Environmental Risk

1

2

3

Conventional Terminal best sheltered from
seas and swell

Refining Operational
Considerations

1

2

3

Large parcels delivered via SPM and STS
create size mismatch with refinery

Discharge Operations

1

2

3

More communication and coordination
required for SPM and STS

Capital Investment

2

3

1

Initial investment costs highest for SPM

Ongoing Operational Costs

1

2

3

Conventional Terminal only requires
periodic dredging

Customer Coordination

1

2

2

VLCC cargoes (SPM & STS) requires coloading by customers

Weather Dependency

1

2

3

STS and to a lesser extent SPM operations
can be disrupted by adverse weather

Comments

References
International Association of Oil & Gas Producers: Water Transport Accident
Statistics; March 2010
DYNAMARINe Online STS: OSIS STS Statistics Report 2011 – 2015
NIWA: The climate and weather of Northland, P.R. Chapell, 2013
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Poten and Partners Overview
New York

London

Athens

Houston

Guangzhou

Singapore

Perth

Poten & Partners has been in business for more than 70 years, and while it
originated as a ship brokerage firm it has expanded into providing a range of
commercial and advisory services related to supply, cargo trading, and
transportation of crude oil, petroleum products, condensates, naphtha, LPG,
natural gas, and LNG. The company currently employs 170 staff members and
has offices in New York, London, Athens, Houston, Perth, Singapore and
Guangzhou.
Complementary businesses across the energy value chain

UPSTREAM

MIDSTREAM

MARINE

INFRASTRUCTURE

DOWNSTREAM

Our brokers continuously pursue business opportunities, which link us to the
realities of energy transactions and provides primary source information. As
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brokers for ships and commodities, we arrange more than a thousand
transactions every year.
Poten & Partners consulting and project development staff provides strategic
guidance and understanding of longer-range economic horizons.
Our economists monitor and analyze energy developments in key countries, and
advise companies on strategy, objectives, and implementation. Our focus is on
energy supply and transportation issues and strategies that can benefit our
clients. Balance and synergy between these disciplines make us effective and
unique. Our people are diverse, with planning, marketing, engineering, and
executive backgrounds in oil and gas companies, banks, shipping companies,
academia, and government service. These talented people have conceived and
brought many projects to fruition.
We serve organizations of every size, industry leaders and smaller companies
alike. Doing this right means we must — and we do — adhere to the highest
standards of professionalism, business ethics, and discretion. Our assets are our
people, their skills, and our valued relationships with an impressive list of clients
and customers.

Tanker Research & Consulting
Poten’s Tanker consulting team is comprised of senior marine logistics,
petroleum, upstream and downstream experts who have been involved in
advising on all stages of the petroleum supply chain.
In addition, our team is frequently called upon to prepare pricing analyses,
global supply and demand projections, and tailored market analyses for leading
energy companies and major world governments.

Crude Oil
With decades of combined experience, we are a leading provider of consulting
services to the crude oil industry. Our staff combines years of experience in
trading, brokerage, shipping and refining to assist our clients with the challenges
and opportunities of commerce in the crude oil industry. Clients include oil
companies, traders, financial institutions, pipeline owners, terminal operators
and government agencies.
Our services include:
• Market analysis, long and short term forecasting and special studies in industry
trends
• Analysis of trade regions, supply and demand, pricing and contracts
• Valuation of new crude oil production
• Plant‐by‐plant evaluations, competitor analysis and strategic planning
• Investor and lender due diligence
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Fuel Oil
Poten is available to discuss and prepare single‐client research reports on fuel
oil related topics. Our consultants possess a wide range of experience and
resources to assist clients in meeting essential business objectives associated
with crude oil and refined products. Our consulting group combines experience
in fuel oil trading, brokerage, shipping, refining and reporting.
Clients include oil companies, traders, financial institutions, pipeline owners,
terminal operators and government agencies.

Clean Refined Petroleum Products
Poten & Partners offers comprehensive consulting and advisory services to the
transportation fuels and condensates industries, including:
• Trade regions supply and demand analysis
• Price outlooks

Asphalt
We are leading advisors to companies and countries seeking assistance in the
worldwide asphalt industry. Our consultants combine years of experience,
decision tools, and organizational strategies to provide a comprehensive
overview of the asphalt markets.
Our services and publications include:
• Comprehensive asphalt market information services
• Commercial intelligence and advice on pricing and marketing
• Assessments and forecasts spot prices, supply and demand, and global trends
• Analysis of global production and consumption
• Lender and investor due diligence
• Litigation support
• Customized training sessions
Clients include oil companies, government agencies, refiners, paving
contractors, terminal operators, as well as financial institutions.
Asphalt Weekly Monitor®: The leading asphalt market price reference
publication. Weekly analysis of the US and Canadian asphalt industry, including
prices, market development and alternate values

Naphtha
With over thirty years of experience, we are a leading provider of consulting
services to both naphtha producers and consumers. Our staff combines years of
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experience in trading, brokerage, shipping and refining to assist our clients with
the challenges and opportunities of commerce in the naphtha market. Clients
include oil companies, traders, LNG companies, GTL companies and
petrochemical companies.
Our services include:
• Market analysis, long and short term forecasting and special studies in industry
trends
• Analysis of trade regions, supply and demand, pricing and contracts, quality
trends
• Investor and lender due diligence

Natural Gas Liquids
Poten & Partners has over thirty years of experience and recognition as
consultants and commercial brokers to the international LPG business. During
this period, we have been retained by LPG producers including Saudi Arabia,
Kuwait, Abu Dhabi, Venezuela, and Indonesia. Our assignments have ranged
from analyzing long‐term demand/supply to recommending short‐term
marketing strategies. We have also provided assistance to shipowners, traders,
petrochemical end‐users and other buyers around the world.
The Poten Project Team is staffed by individuals with substantial NGL and LPG,
petrochemical, shipping and management knowledge and experience. All the
consultants in the team have advised senior decision makers in international
energy companies on strategy and corporate positioning. The advisors to the
project include former industry executives with responsibility for taking
significant LPG related business decisions.
Our LPG consulting activities include the publication of multi‐client studies such
as:
• LPG in World Trade (an annual publication)
• LPG in World Markets (a monthly publication)
Poten is a leading provider of commercial advisory and brokerage services to
the energy and ocean transportation industries, including:
• Consulting services for LNG, shipping and natural gas, LPG, NGLs, condensates,
light petroleum products, crude oil, petrochemicals, fuel oil and asphalt
• Capital services for financing of shipping and energy infrastructure projects
• Project development services for marine transportation and energy
infrastructure transactions.
• Ship brokerage for crude oil, petroleum products, LNG and LPG
• Commodity brokerage for LPG, LNG, naphtha and condensates
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LNG and Natural Gas
Available consulting services and publications include:
• Gas international trade
• Analysis and forecasts of:
• Regional and worldwide gas supplies and markets,
• International short‐ and long‐term LNG/natural gas trades,
• Regional and worldwide LNG, natural gas, and energy values,
• Short‐ and long‐term pricing for LNG/natural gas and competing fuels
for the end‐user markets (e.g., power generation),
• Evaluation of gas project cost‐of‐service, facilities, legal and regulatory
activities, political considerations, and technological developments,
• Evaluation and forecasts of LNG terminals and LNG shipping,
• Corporate business strategies for entry and growth in the LNG business and
international LNG trade.

Project Development & Finance and Capital Services
Ship and commodity brokerage transactions most often stem from short to
medium‐term market dynamics. Our Project Development professionals
understand market fundamentals and have the expertise to structure and
create innovative and practical solutions. We typically pursue long‐range
objectives that require time to mature. Our creativity, experience, preparation
and perseverance contribute to the success of these projects.

Shipping Asset Projects
Poten has initiated shipping projects by taking a concept to a client, helping
develop the component parts, and guiding the project to a conclusion. These
projects include shipyard contracts for new construction and conversions, sale
of existing ships and fleets, and various kinds of long‐term transportation
agreements.

Energy Projects
Poten has participated in many large energy asset‐related projects. We have
assisted clients in identifying and evaluating opportunities for investment in
refineries, petrochemical plants, oil, gas, and gas liquids pipelines, petroleum
products terminals, and retail distribution companies. We have acted as
marketing advisor for new export projects involving LPG, LNG, condensates,
refined fuels and petrochemicals. Some examples are:
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Project Finance
Poten has assisted in the financing of energy and shipping ventures. Our staff is
experienced in evaluating the earning potential of assets, preparing finance
proposals, and negotiating with lenders and investors. In order to obtain
optimum financing for our clients, we sometimes find supplementary equity
capital. For ship financing, Poten can advise on foreign exchange hedging,
alternative flags of registry, tax consequences of domiciling companies in
particular countries, and the provision of surety through mortgages or
assignment of revenues.

Brokerage Services
Ship and Commodity Brokerage
Crude Oil & Refined Products
Shipbrokers arrange marine transportation of crude and refined oil products on
a spot and term charter basis. Our proprietary Internet portal provides our
clients access to many of the same databases used by our brokers and analysts,
including real‐time vessel positions and information on fixtures.
Our brokers have extensive experience in tanker sale and purchase, including
fleet sales, lease and charter-back transactions and transportation finance. Our
real‐time market information gives our clients timely advice on short and long‐
term trends, critical for vessel acquisition decisions.
LPG
Our LPG shipbrokers and commodity brokers are active throughout all vessel
segments ranging from VLCCs to smaller semi‐refrigerated vessels. We retain a
team of professionals canvassing the market and providing clients with global
intelligence on the ocean transportation of LPG, ammonia, and petrochemical
gases. We routinely arrange spot and term charters and develop contracts of
affreightment to suit clients’ specific requirements. In addition, we are active in
the sale and purchase of LPG carriers and offer project development and
consulting services to our clients.
LNG
Members of Poten’s commercial group have decades of LNG experience
allowing them to understand short‐term market dynamics and identify future
trends. Our brokers are involved in all aspects of the midstream and
downstream LNG delivery chain including supply, transportation and
regasification.
Poten’s client relationships and industry contacts build upon our experience in
the sale and purchase of LNG carriers and in spot and term chartering
arrangements.
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Contact Details:

If you have any questions, please contact:
Erik Broekhuizen
Tanker Research & Consulting
Tel: +1.212.230.5451
Email: ebroekhuizen@poten.com
Poten & Partners, Inc.
805 Third Avenue, 19th Floor
New York, New York 10022
www.poten.com

POTEN & PARTNERS

NEW YORK

LONDON PERTH ATHENS HOUSTON SINGAPORE
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Appendix B:

Channel alignment options

The following schematics detail channel alignment options 2, 4.2 and 5 as at the mid-point
review in June 2016 (from RHDHV, 2016b).
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Appendix C:

Expert panel

The following table records the participants in the four phases of the assessment:
-

initial development of the MCA

-

findings workshop

-

MCA refinement

-

peer review.

The asterisk (*) denotes the key contributor from each organisation (where applicable).

Table C-1: Contributors to the mid-point options assessment
Organisation

Specialist Area

Refining NZ

Name

Chancery Green

Legal

Dave Martin*
Greg McNeill
Riaan Elliot
Chris Simmons

Patuharakeke Te Iwi Trust Board

Cultural Values

Juliane Chetham

Ryder Consulting

Ecology Peer Review

Brian Stewart

Tonkin + Taylor

Geomorphology
MCA Assessment
Geomorphology modelling

Cawthron Institute

Channel alignment &
dredging methodology
Ecology: marine mammals

Richard Reinen-Hamill
Monique Cornish
Sarah Gardiner*
Peter McComb
Richard Mocke*
Justin Cross
Deanna Clement

Brian T Coffey & Associates

Ecology

Brian Coffey

Rob Greenaway & Associates

Recreation

Rob Greenaway

The University of Auckland

Geomorphology peer review

Paul Kench

Bioresearches

Ecology: shore and pelagic birds

Graham Don

Brown Ltd

Landscape, visual and natural
character matters
Heritage

Stephen Brown

MetOcean Solutions
Royal HaskoningDHV

Clough & Associates

Rod Clough

MCA
development

Workshop

MCA
refinement

Peer review
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Appendix E:

MCA summary

Table E-1: MCA results (weighted) for natural aspects considered

Category

Natural

Direct impacts
Aspect

Channel

Dredge Disposal

Description

Impact on
ecological
communities
removed or
smothered

Impact on local
fish stocks

Impact on
marine
mammals

Impact on
shore birds &
pelagic birds

Sediment
matching

Direct impacts
on species due
to changes at
the dredge /
disposal site
(habitat,
resources,
movement
paths)

Direct impacts
on species due
to changes at
the dredge /
disposal site
(habitat,
resources,
movement
paths)

Direct impact
on feeding and
nesting sites
and indirect
impacts on
mating due to
noise, light and
general activity
in the area

Degree to
which the
deposit would
match the
existing
substrate

Contamination

Impact on
intertidal and
subtidal flora
and fauna

Impact on
significant
ecological
habitats or
species of flora
and fauna
within those
habitats

Potential for
any existing
contaminats to
be spread

Potential to
impact areas
with important
conservation
value

Coastline
formation

Natural
character and
underwater
seascape
(biophysical)

Coastal erosion

Resilience

Potential for
movement of
sand from site
and impacts on
water quality
(colour and
clarity)

Potential for
deposition to
occur to a level
greater than
normal coastal
processes

Significance of
the impact on
the natural
character
values &
‘landscape’ of
the sea floor

Potential for
erosion to
occur to a level
greater than
normal coastal
processes

Impact on
resilience of
the coastal
system based
on volume of
sand removed
/ deposited

Impact on reef

Turbidity
(dredge
location)

Turbidity
(disposal
location)

Potential to
impact areas
with important
conservation
value

Potential to
impact known
area of hard
shore biological
diversity

Potential for
movement of
sand from site
and impacts on
water quality
(colour and
clarity)

1.2

Ebb Delta

4

2

4

4

2

0

-2

6

4

2

-2

1

-2

-3

2.2

Nearshore

4

2

2

4

0

0

2

3

2

2

0

1

2

6

3.2

Intermediate

2

2

4

2

0

0

2

3

2

2

0

2

2

6

4

Land based
disposal

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

-2

0

0

0

5

Beach
nourishment

0

0

0

4

0

0

0

0

0

0

-2

0

-2

-3

6

Deep water

4

2

2

2

4

0

2

0

0

2

0

1

2

6

7

Outside EEZ

2

2

2

2

4

0

2

0

0

2

0

1

2

6

2

Existing midsection

2

2

2

2

0

2

6

4

2

0

1

0

2

2

2

2

0

2

6

4

2

0

1

0

4

4

4

4

0

4

9

6

2

0

2

0

4.2
5

Dredge
Methodology

Impact on
benthic flora &
fauna at site

Indirect impacts

Straight midsection
(west)
Straight midsection
(east)

1a

Trailer (with
central weir)

2

2

4

2

0

2

3

0

2

4

1b

Trailer
(actual
overflow)

4

4

4

4

0

4

9

4

4

4

2

CSD

2

2

4

2

0

0

4

3

0

4

4

3

Backhoe

4

4

4

2

0

0

4

3

0

4

2

i

Ebb Tide
Dredging

2

2

0

2

0

0

2

3

2

2

0

ii

All Tide
Dredging

4

4

2

4

0

0

4

9

4

4

0

Table E-2: MCA results (weighted) for social aspects considered

Category

Social

Longer-Term Impacts
Aspect

Fishing

Impact on
recreational fishing
(access or stocks) by
boat, from shore or
diving. Includes fin
and shellfish

Dredge
Methodology

Channel

Dredge Disposal

Description

Hunting

Impact on duck
hunting on- or nearshore

Watercraft sports

Impact on on-water
sports (e.g. yachting,
rowing, waka ama,
windsurfing,
canoeing, jet skiing,
boating)

Watercraft sports

Impact on boating
communities
associated with
relocation of the
navigation buoys

Wave sports

Impact on wave
sports (e.g. kite
surfing, wind surfing
and surfing) due to
changes in surf
breaks

Temporary Impacts

In-water activities

Impact on in-water
activates (e.g. diving,
swimming) due to
changes in turbidity,
currents, wave profile

Beach access

Natural Character &
underwater seascape
(perceptual)

Permanent effects of
navigation lights

Changes to beach
access

Significance of the
impact on the natural
character values &
‘landscape’ of the sea
floor

Impact on local and
visitor communities
associated with new
Navaid structures

Temporary amenity
effects (light spill &
noise emissions
above water)

Temporary visual
amenity & landscape

Impact on local
community from light
and noise associated
with dredge
operations

Aesthetic impacts on
local community
associated with
dredge operations

1.2

Ebb Delta

3

0

3

3

0

-3

0

0

2.2

Nearshore

3

0

0

3

0

0

0

0

3.2

Intermediate

3

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

4

Land based
disposal

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

5

Beach
nourishment

0

0

0

0

0

-3

0

2

6

Deep water

3

0

0

3

0

0

0

0

7

Outside EEZ

3

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

2

Existing midsection

3

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

2

2

4.2

Straight midsection (west)

3

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

2

2

5

Straight midsection (east)

6

0

0

0

3

0

1

1

4

4

1a

Trailer (with
central weir)

3

0

0

0

0

0

2

2

1b

Trailer (actual
overflow)

6

0

0

0

0

0

4

4

2

CSD

3

0

0

0

0

0

2

4

3

Backhoe

6

0

0

0

0

0

4

4

i

Ebb Tide
Dredging

6

0

0

0

0

0

4

4

ii

All Tide
Dredging

3

0

0

0

0

0

2

2

Table E-3: MCA results (weighted) for cultural aspects considered

Category

Cultural

Aspect

Dredge
Methodology

Channel

Dredge Disposal

Description

Kaimoana at Mair Bank

Kaimoana at Marsden
Bank

Impact on the ability to
collect kaimoana from
Mair Bank (based on
erosion of Mair Bank)
which may impact the
ability to collect kaimoana
(particularly pipi)
sustainability

Impact on the ability to
collect kaimoana from
Marsden Bank (based on
erosion of Marsden Bank)
which may impact the
ability to collect kaimoana
sustainability

Taonga species

Impact on native birds,
plants and animals of
special cultural
significance and
importance to tangata
whenua

Impact on Mahinga
Mataitai

Impacts on other key
traditional mahinga
mataitai and fishing
grounds

Cultural Landscapes and
Seascapes

Kaitiakitanga

Impact on the mauri of the
harbour, and in particular
the potential impact of
sand removal from system

Impacts on important
markers including Manaia,
Matariki, Te Whara, the
Takahiwai and Pukekauri
Ranges and islands
including Tatanga

Impact on the ability of
tangata whenua to fulfil
their duties as kaitiaki and
on matauranga and
tikanga in regard to
resources

Mauri of Harbour

Subsurface Archaeological
Sites

Land-based
Archaeological Sites

Impact on subsurface
archaeological sites,
including shipwrecks

Impact on natural and
physical resources that
contribute to an
understanding and
appreciation of New
Zealand’s history and
cultures

1.2

Ebb Delta

3

6

6

6

6

3

3

0

0

2.2

Nearshore

3

3

6

6

3

3

3

0

0

3.2

Intermediate

3

3

3

6

3

3

3

0

0

4

Land based
disposal

0

0

0

0

3

0

0

0

0

5

Beach
nourishment

0

0

3

3

3

3

3

0

0

6

Deep water

0

0

3

3

3

0

3

0

0

7

Outside EEZ

0

0

0

0

3

0

0

0

0

2

Existing midsection

6

6

3

6

6

3

3

0

0

4.2

Straight midsection (west)

6

6

6

6

6

3

6

0

0

5

Straight midsection (east)

6

6

9

9

9

6

9

0

0

1a

Trailer (with
central weir)

6

6

6

3

3

3

3

1b

Trailer (actual
overflow)

9

9

9

9

9

6

6

2

CSD

6

6

6

6

6

3

3

3

Backhoe

6

6

6

3

6

3

3

i

Ebb Tide
Dredging

6

6

3

3

3

3

3

ii

All Tide Dredging

9

9

6

6

6

6

6

Table E-4: MCA results (weighted) for economic aspects considered

Category

Economic

Indirect Impacts
Aspect

Impact on intakes and outfalls

Dredge
Methodology

Channel

Dredge Disposal

Description

Potential impact on intakes
and/or outfalls (blocking).
Excluding NIWA operations.

NIWA Operations

Potential impact on NIWA
aquaculture operations
(Abalone)

Commercial
Fishing

Shellfish and
fish

Direct Impacts

Navigation

Potential effects on
navigational safety due to
channel alignment

Project Safety

Risk associated with undertaking the option
(environmental and WHS) linked to methodology
and programme duration

Legal

Jurisdictional and practical
issues associated with
consenting each option

Maintenance

Degree to which deposition site or
channel alignment impacts cost of
maintenance

Revenue

Cost

The amount of revenue
generated via beneficial
reuse

Total cost
of option

1.2

Ebb Delta

1

2

0

6

2

-2

0

6

2.2

Nearshore

0

0

6

3

0

0

0

3

3.2

Intermediate

0

0

3

3

0

0

0

3

4

Land based
disposal

0

0

0

6

4

0

-0.5

6

5

Beach
nourishment

0

0

0

6

4

0

-0.5

6

6

Deep water

0

0

0

6

2

0

0

6

7

Outside EEZ

0

0

0

9

6

0

0

9

2

Existing midsection

0

0

0

0

3

2

2

3

4.2

Straight midsection (west)

0

0

0

-3

3

2

2

3

5

Straight midsection (east)

0

0

3

9

9

4

2

9

1a

Trailer (with
central weir)

0

0

0

0

3

3

1b

Trailer (actual
overflow)

0

0

0

0

3

3

2

CSD

0

0

0

0

9

6

3

Backhoe

0

0

0

0

6

9

i

Ebb Tide
Dredging

0

0

0

0

6

6

ii

All Tide Dredging

0

0

0

0

3

3

